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Appendix VII
Original: English
May 2005
MEETING OF THE OIE AD HOC GROUP ON EPIDEMIOLOGY
Paris, 9 – 11 May 2005
_______
The meeting of the OIE Ad hoc Group on Epidemiology of the Scientific Commission for Animal diseases
(Scientific Commission) was held at OIE Headquarters, Paris from 9 to 11 May 2005.
The Agenda and list of participants are presented as Appendices I and II, respectively.
Dr Bernard Vallat, the OIE Director General, welcomed members of the Group and explained the high expectations
of the OIE International Committee on the output of the Group particularly with respect to surveillance guidelines
for specific animal diseases namely; foot and mouth disease (FMD), avian influenza (AI) and classical swine fever
(CSF). He pointed out that these guidelines prepared by experts, have already been reviewed by the Group and
approved by both the Scientific Commission and the Terrestrial Animal Health Standards Commission (the Code
Commission). They have been circulated to all OIE Member Countries and the Group was expected to review the
comments received. He indicated that the Code Commission would be having a short meeting just prior to the
General Session and will do the best to take on board the amendments retained by the Group. In order to facilitate
the work of the Code Commission and to avoid undue confusion, he suggested that at this stage, the Group only
propose minor comments for consideration by the Code Commission to enable submission of the guidelines to the
International Committee for adoption during the General Session. Any major amendment to the guidelines would
be considered after the General Session and submitted for adoption during the 2006 General Session. The same
should apply for the Terrestrial Code Chapter on bovine tuberculosis.
Dr Vallat also requested the Group to review the questionnaires which need to be filled in by Member Countries
when applying for country status evaluation with respect to FMD, rinderpest, contagious bovine pleuropneumonia
(CBPP) and bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE). He pointed out that the questionnaire on FMD proposed by
the Ad hoc Group of experts on FMD had already been approved by the Scientific Commission. He suggested that
the questionnaires on the three other diseases be considered in parallel with the review of the relevant Chapters in
the Terrestrial Code. He informed that an Ad hoc Group had already been set up to review the Chapter on
rinderpest and a new Chapter on BSE was going to be proposed for adoption during the forthcoming General
Session. He strongly recommended that the Chapter on CBPP be reviewed before developing a questionnaire for
that disease.
Dr Vallat explained that many Member Countries have expressed the wish to have clear guidelines on the relatively
new concept of compartmentalisation. He asked the Group to finalise a concept paper that could be distributed
during the General Session for non official information of Member Countries.
Regarding the confusion resulting in the interpretation of some OIE terms, Dr Vallat requested the Group to review
those definitions and to come forward with simple but clear proposals.
The meeting was chaired by Professor Vincenzo Caporale, President of the Scientific Commission and Dr J.Kellar
acted as rapporteur.
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1.
Review of country comments on disease surveillance appendices proposed for adoption at
the General Session
Comments were received from Chile, Brazil, Australia, New Zealand, the United States of America, the
European Union (EU) and Canada in respect of one or more of the following disease surveillance appendices:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Animal Health Surveillance (Appendix 3.8.1)
Avian Influenza (Appendix 3.X.X.)
Foot and Mouth Disease (Appendix 3.8.7)
Classical Swine Fever (Appendix X.X.X.)
1.1. Animal Health Surveillance (Appendix 3.8.1)
The Group considered the comments received from New Zealand, United States of America (USA), the
EU and Canada.
The Group modified the text of Article 3.8.1.3.2 (f) as suggested by New Zealand in order to provide
greater clarity in respect of “predictive values”.
The Group adopted the changes requested by the USA to Article 3.8.1.4 1 (b) regarding systematic
sampling.
The Group accepted the comment from the EU in respect of Article 3.8.1.2 in that the definitions
contained therein and which are also found in other Surveillance Appendices, be also incorporated in
Chapter 1.1.1 on ‘General definitions’. The Group further suggested that all definitions be included
within Chapter 1.1.1 regardless of their frequency of occurrence elsewhere in the Terrestrial Code.
In respect of other comments from the EU, the Group agreed that:
•
The definition of early detection system in Article 3.8.1.2 be modified to include the changes
suggested.
•
To reinstate the definition of “unit” in Article 3.8.1.2 because its absence created an untenable
situation in respect of a number of other definitions.
•
To incorporate the suggestion that the phrase “unless otherwise stated in the relevant disease
chapters” be added to the wording of Article 3.8.1.6 so as preclude a contradiction of the
Terrestrial Code Chapters on bovine brucellosis, tuberculosis, leucosis and infectious bovine
rhinotracheitis.
The amended text is presented as Appendix III.
1.2. Avian Influenza (Appendix 3.X.X.)
The Group considered comments from Chile, Australia, New Zealand and the EU.
The Group adopted Chile’s suggestion that the application of sentinel birds would contribute to the
assessment of countries applying for recognition of free status following an outbreak
The Group deferred to the Code Commission Chile’s comments regarding Avian Influenza in species
other than chickens and turkeys.
The Group modified Figure 2 to accommodate the observation made by Australia in respect of the
absence of an option for LPAI that is not notifiable.
The suggestion of New Zealand to modify Article 3.X.X.1 to remove reference of Notifiable Avian
Influenza (NAI) to wild birds in that the Appendix is focused on domestic poultry was accepted.
Wording was changed in: influenza viruses in wild birds
48
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In respect of other comments from New Zealand, the Group agreed that:
•
To defer to the Code Commission comments in respect of Article 3.X.X.1 paras 3 and 4
regarding Article titles and prescriptive versus non-prescriptive approaches.
•
To change the wording “outbreaks of disease” in Article 3.X.X.2 (1) by “incidence of NAI
infection or disease”.
•
To defer to the Code Commission comments directed at Article 3.X.X.3 para 9 and 3.X.X.4
para 1.
•
To defer to the Code Commission comments directed at Article 3.X.X.5 concerning the heading
employed for that Article.
•
To defer to the Code Commission comments directed at Compartments pursuant to Article
3.X.X.6. The comments relating directly to the degree of additional risk associated with
Compartments will be discussed at length during subsequent meetings.
•
To accept the comment that Article 3.X.X.7 (2), para 2 could be improved, but not via the route
suggested. Figure 2 was modified to yield the clarification sought.
The Group also agreed to give further consideration to the comments made by the EU on Surveillance
Appendices at its next meeting.
The amended text is presented as Appendix IV.
1.3. Foot and Mouth Disease (Appendix 3.8.7)
The Group considered comments from New Zealand, EU and Canada.
With respect to the comments from New Zealand, the Group agreed:
•
That the removal of references to design prevalence and required levels of confidence was in
deference to the desire to allow greater latitude to countries in sampling strategy design.
•
To defer to the Code Commission the comment that the text deleted in Article 3.8.7.2 (3)
relating to annual submissions for FMD free status renewal be reinstated.
With respect to the comments provided by the EU, the Group agreed:
•
To adopt the comments in respect of Articles 3.8.7.2, 3.8.7.3, 3.8.7.4 and 3.8.7.5 in respect of
the inapplicability of the use of the term “compartment” until such time as the Terrestrial Code
recognises the approach.
•
That the wording agreed in the Code in respect of FMD eradication strategies replaces that
currently employed in Article 3.8.7.5 1), 2), 3), and 4).
The Group accepted Canada’s comments in respect of the potential impact of employing
“infection/circulation” within a series of Articles in this Appendix but deferred the comments to the Code
Commission for further study. The Group noted however, that Article 3.8.7.1 defines “circulation” for
the purposes of this Appendix.
The amended text is presented as Appendix V.
Scientific Commission/May 2005
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1.4. Classical Swine Fever (Appendix X.X.X.)
The Group considered comments from USA, and the EU.
With respect to the comments received from the USA, the Group adopted the changes requested in
respect of Article X.X.X.6 (1), employing the term “reestablishment” to provide greater clarity. The
Group also added “military bases” and “air and sea ports” to the list of areas for targeted surveillance in
Article X.X.X.6 (2).
As indicated earlier, the Group decided to give further consideration to the comments made by the EU on
Surveillance Appendices at its next meeting.
The amended text is presented as Appendix VI.
2.
Development of a Concept Paper on Compartmentalisation
The Group reviewed a document on compartmentalisation provided by the OIE Reference Centre for
Epidemiology in Fort Collins, USA in the light of comments from the OIE Reference Centre for
Epidemiology in Teramo, Italy. The Group proposed a Concept Paper on Compartmentalisation that will be
distributed for non official information of OIE Member Countries during the 73rd General Session and
subsequently revised by the Bureau of the Scientific Commission during its meeting in June 2005 before
examination by Code Commission. The concept paper on compartmentalisation is presented as Appendix VII.
It was also proposed that the two Centres collaborate in the production of a formal paper for the OIE Revue
scientifique et technique.
3.
Review of some OIE definitions related to epidemiology
The Group adopted a series of definitions, including that for ‘monitoring’, from A Dictionary of Epidemiology
4th. Edition, John M. Last, Oxford University Press, 2001.
4.
Review of questionnaires needed for inclusion in country dossiers for evaluation of disease
freedom
The Group noted that the questionnaire on FMD has been proposed by the Ad hoc Group of experts
responsible for the evaluation of country dossiers for FMD freedom and has already been approved by the
Scientific Commission. However, adopting a quasi-forensic evaluative stance, the Group felt that the existing
questionnaire does not apply scrutiny sufficient to probe the robustness of all aspects of the diagnostic and
reporting chain that should support the ultimate goal of disease status transparency.
The Group is scheduled to meet in September, 2005 to pursue the assessment towards the creation of a
questionnaire that will respond to information needs with greater epidemiological clarity and logical flow.
New questionnaires on BSE, rinderpest and CBPP are also to be considered as priorities as soon as new Code
Chapters are adopted.
5.
Next Meeting
The next meeting of the Ad hoc Group on Epidemiology is scheduled for 20-22 September 2005.
_______________
…/Appendices
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Appendix I
MEETING OF THE OIE AD HOC GROUP ON EPIDEMIOLOGY
Paris, 9 – 11 May 2005
_______
Agenda
1.
Review of country comments on disease surveillance appendices proposed for adoption at the General Session
1.1. Animal Health Surveillance (Appendix 3.8.1)
1.2. Avian Influenza (Appendix 3.X.X.)
1.3. Foot and Mouth Disease (Appendix 3.8.7)
1.4. Classical Swine Fever (Appendix X.X.X.)
2.
Development of a Concept Paper on Compartmentalisation
3.
Review of some OIE definitions related to epidemiology
4.
Review of questionnaires needed for inclusion in country dossiers for evaluation of disease freedom
5.
Next Meeting
_______________
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Appendix II
MEETING OF THE OIE AD HOC GROUP ON EPIDEMIOLOGY
Paris, 9 – 11 May 2005
_______
List of Participants
MEMBERS
Prof. Vincenzo Caporale
(President of the OIE Scientific
Commission for Animal Diseases)
Director, Istituto Zooprofilattico
Sperimentale
dell’Abruzzo e del Molise ‘G. Caporale’
Via Campo Boario
64100 Teramo
ITALY
Tel: (39.0861) 33 22 33
Fax: (39.0861) 33 22 51
E-mail: [email protected]
Dr Howard Batho
European Commission
Health and Consumer Protection Dir.-Gen.
Directorate E - Food Safety
E2 - Animal health and welfare,
zootechnics
Rue Froissart 3rd Floor, room 76
B-1049 Bruxelles
BELGIUM
Tel: (32-2) 296 29 59
Fax: (32-2) 295 31 44
E-mail: [email protected]
Dr John A. Kellar
National Manager, Disease Surveillance
Science Division
Canadian Food Inspection Agency
3851 Fallowfield Road, Room C305
OTTAWA K2H 8P9
CANADA
Tel: (1.613) 228 66 98
Fax: (1.613) 228 66 75
E-mail: [email protected]
Prof. Arnon Shimshony
P.O.B. 13327
Tel Aviv 61132
ISRAEL
Tel: (972.3) 648 15 15
Fax: (972.3) 644 5581
E-mail: [email protected]
Dr Crist&oacute;bal Zepeda Sein
Coordinator of International Activities
Centers for Epidemiology and Animal
Health
OIE Collaborating Center for Animal
Disease
Surveillance Systems and Risk Analysis
USDA-APHIS-VS-CEAH
2150 Centre Ave, Building B
Fort Collins, CO 80526-8117
USA
Tel: (1.970) 494 7294
Fax: (1.970) 472 2668
E-mail: [email protected]
OTHER PARTICIPANT
Dr Alejandro Thiermann
President of the OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Standards Commission
Tel: 33-(0)1 44 15 18 69
E-mail: [email protected]
OIE CENTRAL BUREAU
Dr Bernard Vallat
Director General
12 rue de Prony
75017 Paris
FRANCE
Tel: 33 - (0)1 44 15 18 88
Fax: 33 - (0)1 42 67 09 87
E-mail: [email protected]
Dr Alejandro Schudel
Head, Scientific and Technical Department
E-mail: [email protected]
Dr Dewan Sibartie
Deputy Head, Scientific and Technical Department
E-mail: [email protected]
Dre Christiane Bruschke
Project Officer, Scientific and Technical Department
E-mail: [email protected]
Dr David Wilson
Head, International Trade Department
E-mail: [email protected]
______________
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Appendix III
APPENDIX
3.8.1.CHAPTER
1.3.6
GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR
ANIMAL HEALTH SURVEILLANCE
Article 3.8.1.1.
Introduction and objectives
1)
In general, surveillance is aimed at demonstrating the absence of disease or infection, determining the
occurrence or distribution of disease or infection, while also detecting as early as possible exotic or emerging
diseases. The type of surveillance applied depends on the desired outputs needed to support decisionmaking. The following guidelines may be applied to all diseases, their agents and susceptible species as
listed in the Terrestrial Code, and are designed to assist with the development of surveillance
methodologies. Except where a specific surveillance method for a certain disease or infection is already
described in the Terrestrial Code, the guidelines in this Appendix may be used to further refine the general
approaches described for a specific disease or infection. Where detailed disease/infection-specific information
is not available, suitable approaches should be based on the guidelines in this Appendix.
2)
Animal health surveillance is an essential component necessary to detect diseases, to monitor disease
trends, to control endemic and exotic diseases, to support claims for freedom from disease or infection, to
provide data to support the risk analysis process, for both animal health and/or public health purposes,
and to substantiate the rationale for sanitary measures. Surveillance data underpin the quality of disease
status reports and should satisfy information requirements for accurate risk analysis both for international
trade as well as for internal national decision-making.
3)
Essential prerequisites to enable a Member Country to provide information for the evaluation of its
animal health status are:
4)
a)
that the particular Member Country complies with the provisions of Chapter 1.3.3. of the Terrestrial
Code on the quality and evaluation of the Veterinary Services;
b)
that, where possible, surveillance data be complemented by other sources of information (e.g.
scientific publications, research data, documented field observations and other non-survey data);
c)
that transparency in the planning and execution of surveillance activities and the analysis and
availability of data and information, be maintained at all times, in accordance with Chapter 1.1.2. of
the Terrestrial Code.
The objectives of this Appendix are to:
a)
provide guidance to the type of outputs that a surveillance system should generate;
b)
provide guidelines to assess the quality of disease surveillance systems.
Scientific Commission/May 2005
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Article 3.8.1.2.
Definitions
The following definitions apply for the purposes of this Appendix:
Bias: A tendency of an estimate to deviate in one direction from a true value. (as by reason of nonrandom
sampling)
Case definition: A case definition is a set of criteria used to classify an animal or epidemiological unit as a
case or non-case.
Confidence: In the context of demonstrating freedom from infection, confidence is the probability that the
type of surveillance applied would detect the presence of infection if the population were infected. The
confidence depends on, among others the design prevalence, or other parameters, the assumed level of
infection in an infected population. Confidence therefore The term refers to our confidence in the ability of
the surveillance applied to detect disease, and is equivalent to the sensitivity of the surveillance system.
Early detection system: A system for the timely detection and identification of an incursion or emergence
of disease/infection in a country, zone or compartment. An early detection system should be under the control of
the Veterinary Services and should include the following characteristics:
a)
representative coverage of target animal populations by field services;
b)
ability to undertake effective disease investigation and reporting;
c)
access to laboratories capable of diagnosing and differentiating relevant diseases;
d)
a training programme for veterinarians, veterinary para-professionals and others involved in handling
animals for detecting and reporting unusual animal health incidents;
e)
the legal obligation of private veterinarians in relation to the Veterinary Administration;
f)
timely reporting system of the event to the Veterinary Services;
g)
a national chain of command.
Epidemiological unit: A group of animals with a defined epidemiological relationship that share
approximately the same likelihood of exposure to a pathogen. This may be because they share a common
environment (e.g. animals in a pen), or because of common management practices. Usually, this is a herd or
flock; however, an epidemiological unit may also refer to groups such as the animals belonging to residents
of a village, or animals sharing a communal dipping tank system.
Outbreak definition: An outbreak definition is a set of criteria used to classify the occurrence of one or
more cases in a group of animals or units as an outbreak.
Probability sampling: A sampling strategy in which every unit has a known non-zero probability of
inclusion in the sample.
Sample: The group of elements (sampling units) drawn from a population, on which tests are performed or
parameters measured to provide surveillance information.
Sampling units: The unit that is sampled, either in a random survey or in non-random surveillance. This
may be an individual animal or a group of animals (e.g. an epidemiological unit). Together, they comprise the
sampling frame.
Sensitivity: The proportion of truly positive units that are correctly identified as positive by a test.
Specificity: The proportion of truly negative units that are correctly identified as negative by a test.
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Study population: The population from which surveillance data are derived. This may be the same as the
target population or a subset of it.
Surveillance: The systematic ongoing collection, collation, and analysis of data, and the timely dissemination
of information to those who need to know so that action can be taken.
Surveillance system: A method of surveillance that may involve one or more component activities that
generates information on the animal health, disease or zoonosis status of animal populations.
Survey: An investigation in which information is systematically collected, usually carried out on a sample of a
defined population group, within a defined time period.
Target population: The population about which conclusions are to be inferred drawn from a study.
Test: A procedure used to classify a unit as either positive, negative or suspect with respect to an infection or
disease.
Test system: A combination of multiple tests and rules of interpretation which are used for the same
purpose as a test.
Unit: An individually identifiable element. This is a generic concept used to describe, for example, the
members of a population, or the elements selected when sampling. In these contexts, examples of units
include individual animals, pens, farms, holdings, villages, districts etc.
Article 3.8.1.3.
Principles of surveillance
1)
Types of surveillance
a)
Surveillance may be based on many different data sources and can be classified in a number of
ways, including:
i)
the means by which data are collected (active versus passive surveillance);
ii)
the disease focus (pathogen-specific versus general surveillance); and
iii) the way in which units for observation are selected (structured surveys versus non-random
data sources).
b)
In this Appendix, surveillance activities are classified as being based either on:
i)
structured population-based surveys, such as:
–
–
ii)
systematic random sampling at slaughter;
random surveys; or
structured non-random surveillance activities, such as:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
disease reporting or notifications;
control programmes/health schemes;
targeted testing/screening;
ante-mortem and post-mortem inspections;
laboratory investigation records;
biological specimen banks;
sentinel units;
field observations;
farm production records.
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c)
In addition, surveillance data should be supported by related information, such as:
i)
data on the epidemiology of the infection, including environmental, host population
distribution, and climatic information;
ii)
data on animal movements and trading patterns for animals and animal products;
iii) national animal health regulations, including information on compliance with them and their
effectiveness;
iv) history of imports of potentially infected material; and
v)
d)
2)
biosecurity measures in place.
The sources of evidence should be fully described. In the case of a structured survey, this should
include a description of the sampling strategy used for the selection of units for testing. For
structured non-random data sources, a full description of the system is required including the
source(s) of the data, when the data were collected, and a consideration of any biases that may be
inherent in the system.
Critical elements
In assessing the quality of a surveillance system, the following critical elements need to be addressed
over and above quality of Veterinary Services (Chapter 1.3.3.).
a)
Populations
Ideally, surveillance should be carried out in such a way as to take into account all animal species
susceptible to the infection in a country, zone or compartment. The surveillance activity may cover all
individuals in the population or part of them. When surveillance is conducted only on a
subpopulation In the latter case, care should be taken regarding the inferences made from the results.
Definitions of appropriate populations should be based on the specific recommendations of the
disease chapters of the Terrestrial Code.
TO PROPOSE FOR INSERTION IN CHAPTER 1.1.1
• Carriers – animals that harbour the agent and may spread it directly or indirectly while not demonstrating
clinical signs of the disease. Depending on the disease, an animal may serve as a carrier animal for shorter
or longer periods of time. The length of time that an infection can be spread by inapparent carriers is
important in designing a surveillance scheme.
• Reservoirs – some pathogens require either a living organism or inanimate environment for
multiplication. Recognition of the location and role of a reservoir in the persistence of an infectious agent
should be considered.
• Vectors - a pathogen can be vector borne. Where this is the case, the biology and ecology (including
seasonal effects) of vector populations should be considered.
• Immune status – age of an animal, previous exposure to a specific pathogens, and use of vaccination are
factors that need to be considered in determining appropriate diagnostic tests or clinical measures for
evidence of infection.
• Genetic resistance – some animals may not be susceptible to specific disease agents because of genetic
resistance. If this is true for an infectious agent under surveillance, a method for identifying those animals
that are susceptible or resistant may need to be factored into the design for surveillance.
• Age, sex, and other host criteria – some pathogens can only affect animals that possess certain host
related criteria. These type of criteria should be accounted for in the definition of the target population,
surveillance design and interpretation of the results
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b)
Epidemiological unit
The relevant epidemiological unit for the surveillance system should be defined and documented
to ensure that it is representative of the population. Therefore, it should be chosen taking into
account factors such as carriers, reservoirs, vectors, immune status, genetic resistance and age, sex,
and other host criteria.
c)
Clustering
Infection in a country, zone or compartment usually clusters rather than being uniformly or randomly
distributed through a population. Clustering may occur at a number of different levels (e.g. a
cluster of infected animals within a herd, a cluster of pens in a building, or a cluster of farms in a
compartment). Clustering should be taken into account in the design of surveillance activities and the
statistical analysis of surveillance data, at least at what is judged to be the most significant level of
clustering for the particular animal population and infection.
d)
Case and outbreak definitions
Clear and unambiguous case and outbreak definitions should be developed and documented for
each pathogen under surveillance, using, where they exist, the standards in the Terrestrial Code.
e)
Analytical methodologies
Surveillance data should be analysed using appropriate methodologies, and at the appropriate
organisational levels to facilitate effective decision making, whether it be planning interventions or
demonstrating status.
Methodologies for the analysis of surveillance data should be flexible to deal with the complexity
of real life situations. No single method is applicable in all cases. Different methodologies may be
needed to accommodate the relevant pathogens, varying production and surveillance systems, and
types and amounts of data and information available.
The methodology used should be based on the best available information that is in accord with
current scientific thinking. The methodology should be in accordance with this Appendix and fully
documented, and supported by reference to the OIE Standards, to the scientific literature and
other sources, including expert opinion. Sophisticated mathematical or statistical analyses should
only be carried out when justified by the proper amount and quality of field data.
Consistency in the application of different methodologies should be encouraged and transparency
is essential in order to ensure fairness and rationality, consistency in decision making and ease of
understanding. The uncertainties, assumptions made, and the effect of these on the final
conclusions should be documented.
f)
Testing
Surveillance involves the detection of disease or infection by the use of appropriate case definitions
based on the results of one or more tests for evidence of infection or immune status. In this
context, a test may range from detailed laboratory examinations to field observations and the
analysis of production records. The performance of a test at the population level (including field
observations) may be described in terms of its sensitivity and specificity and predictive values.
Imperfect sensitivity and/or specificity will have an impact on the conclusions from surveillance.
Therefore, these parameters should be taken into account in the design of surveillance systems and
analysis of surveillance data.
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Therefore, predictive values of the test should, whenever possible, be taken into account in the
design of surveillance systems and analysis of surveillance data.
The values of sensitivity and specificity for the tests used should be specified, and the method used
to determine or estimate these values should be documented. Alternatively, where values for
sensitivity and/or specificity for a particular test are specified in the Terrestrial Manual, these values
may be used as a guide without justification.
Samples from a number of animals or units may be pooled together and subjected to a testing
protocol test. The results should be interpreted using sensitivity and specificity values that have
been determined or estimated for that particular pool size and testing procedure.
g)
Quality assurance
Surveillance systems should incorporate the principles of quality assurance and be subjected to
periodic auditing to ensure that all components of the system function and provide verifiable
documentation of procedures and basic checks to detect significant deviations of procedures from
those documented in the design.
h)
Validation
Results from animal health surveillance systems are subject to one or more potential biases. When
assessing the results, care should be taken to identify potential biases that can inadvertently lead to
an over-estimate or an under-estimate of the parameters of interest.
i)
Data collection and management
The success of a surveillance system is dependent on a reliable process for data collection and
management. The process may be based on paper records or computerised. Even where data are
collected for non-survey purposes (e.g. during disease control interventions, inspections for
movement control or during disease eradication schemes), the consistency and quality of data
collection and event reporting in a format that facilitates analysis, is critical. Factors influencing the
quality of collected data include:
–
the distribution of, and communication between, those involved in generating and
transferring data from the field to a centralised location;
–
the ability of the data processing system to detect missing, inconsistent or inaccurate data, and
to address these problems;
–
maintenance of disaggregated data rather than the compilation of summary data;
–
minimisation of transcription errors during data processing and communication.
Article 3.8.1.4.
Structured population-based surveys
In addition to the principles for surveillance discussed above, the following guidelines should be used when
planning, implementing and analysing surveys.
1)
Types of surveys
Surveys may be conducted on the entire target population (i.e. a census) or on a sample. A sample may
be selected in either of the two following ways manners:
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a)
non-probability based sampling methods, such as:
i) convenience;
ii) expert choice;
iii) quota;
b)
probability based sampling methods, such as:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
simple random selection;
cluster sampling;
stratified sampling.
systematic random sampling
Non-probability based sampling methods will not be discussed further.
2)
Systematic selection
Periodic or repeated surveys conducted in order to document disease freedom should be done using
probability based sampling methods so that data from the study population can be extrapolated to the
target population in a statistically valid manner.
The sources of information should be fully described and should include a detailed description of the
sampling strategy used for the selection of units for testing. Also, consideration should be made of any
biases that may be inherent in the survey design.
23) Survey design
The population of epidemiological units should first be clearly defined; hereafter sampling units
appropriate for each stage, depending on the design of the survey, should be defined.
The design of the survey will depend on the size and structure of the population being studied, the
epidemiology of the infection and the resources available.
34) Sampling
The objective of sampling from a population is to select a subset of units from the population that is
representative of the population with respect to the object of the study such as the presence or absence
of infection. Sampling should be carried out in such a way as to provide the best likelihood that the
sample will be representative of the population, within the practical constraints imposed by different
environments and production systems. In order to detect the presence of an infection in a population of
unknown disease status targeted sampling methods that optimise the detection of infection can be used.
In such cases, care should be taken regarding the inferences made from the results.
45) Sampling methods
When selecting epidemiological units from within a population, a formal probability sampling method
(e.g. simple random sampling) should be used. When this is not possible, sampling should provide the
best practical chance of generating a sample that is representative of the target population.
In any case, the sampling method used at all stages should be fully documented and justified.
56) Sample size
In general, surveys are conducted either to demonstrate the presence or absence of a factor (e.g.
infection) or to estimate a parameter (e.g. the prevalence of infection). The method used to calculate
sample size for surveys depends on the purpose of the survey, the expected prevalence, the level of
confidence desired of the survey results and the performance of the tests used.
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Article 3.8.1.5.
Structured non-random surveillance
Surveillance systems routinely use structured non-random data, either alone or in combination with surveys.
There is a wide variety of non-random data sources that can be used.
1)
Common non-random surveillance sources
A wide variety of non-random surveillance sources may be available. These vary in their primary
purpose and the type of surveillance information they are able to provide. Some surveillance systems are
primarily established as early detection systems, but may also provide valuable information to
demonstrate freedom from infection. Other systems provide cross-sectional information suitable for
prevalence estimation, either once or repeatedly, while yet others provide continuous information,
suitable for the estimate of incidence data (e.g. disease reporting systems, sentinel sites, testing
schemes). Surveillance systems routinely use structured non-random data, either alone or in
combination with surveys.
a)
Disease reporting or notification systems
Data derived from disease reporting systems can be used in combination with other data sources
to substantiate claims of animal health status, to generate data for risk analysis, or for early
detection. Effective laboratory support is an important component of any reporting system.
Reporting systems relying on laboratory confirmation of suspect clinical cases should use tests that
have a good high specificity. Reports should be released by the laboratory in a timely manner, with
the amount of time from disease detection to report generation minimized (to hours in the case of
introduction of a foreign animal disease).
b)
Control programmes / health schemes
Animal disease control programmes or health schemes, while focusing on the control or
eradication of specific diseases, should be planned and structured in such a manner as to generate
data that are scientifically verifiable and contribute to structured surveillance.
c)
Targeted testing / screening
This may involve testing targeted to selected sections of the population (subpopulations), in which
disease is more likely to be introduced or found. Examples include testing culled and dead animals,
swill fed animals, those exhibiting clinical signs, animals located in a defined geographic area and
specific age or commodity group.
d)
Ante-mortem and post-mortem inspections
Inspections of animals at abattoirs may provide valuable surveillance data. The sensitivity and
specificity of the particular slaughterhouse inspection system for detecting the presence of
infectious agents of surveillance interest under the particular inspection arrangements applying in a
country should be pre-determined by the Competent Authority if the data is to be fully utilised. The
accuracy of the inspection system will be influenced by:
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i)
the level of training and experience of the staff doing the inspections, and the ratio of staff of
different levels of training;
ii)
the involvement of the Competent Authorities in the supervision of ante-mortem and postmortem inspections;
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iii) the quality of construction of the abattoir, speed of the slaughter chain, lighting quality, etc;
and
iv) staff morale/motivation for accurate and efficient performance.
Abattoir inspections are likely to provide good coverage only for particular age groups and
geographical areas. Statistical biases are likely to be more frequent for infected animals originating
from larger, better managed farms rather than for animals originating from smallholder or
backyard production farms, as well as for healthy rather than diseased animals. Abattoir
surveillance data are subject to obvious biases in relation to target and study populations (e.g. only
animals of a particular class and age may be slaughtered for human consumption in significant
numbers). Such biases need to be recognized when analysing surveillance data.
Both for traceback in the event of detection of disease and for analysis of spatial and herd-level
coverage, there should be, if possible, an effective identification system that relates each animal in
the abattoir to its property/locality of origin.
e)
Laboratory investigation records
Analysis of laboratory investigation records may provide useful surveillance information. The
coverage of the system will be increased if analysis is able to incorporate records from national,
accredited, university and private sector laboratories. Valid analysis of data from different
laboratories depends on the existence of standardised diagnostic procedures and standardised
methods for interpretation and data recording. As with abattoir inspections, there needs to be a
mechanism to relate specimens to the farm of origin.
f)
Biological specimen banks
Specimen banks consist of stored specimens, gathered either through representative sampling or
opportunistic collection or both. Specimen banks may contribute to retrospective studies,
including providing support for claims of historical freedom from infection, and may allow certain
studies to be conducted more quickly and at lower cost than alternative approaches.
g)
Sentinel units
Sentinel units/sites involve the identification and regular testing of one or more of animals of
known health/immune status in a specified geographical location to detect the occurrence of
disease (usually serologically). They are particularly useful for surveillance of diseases with a strong
spatial component, such as vector-borne diseases. Sentinel units provide the opportunity to target
surveillance depending on the likelihood of infection (related to vector habitats and host
population distribution), cost and other practical constraints. Sentinel units may provide evidence
of freedom from infection, or provide data on prevalence and incidence as well as the distribution
of disease.
h)
Field observations
Clinical observations of animals in the field are an important source of surveillance data. The
sensitivity and specificity of field observations may be relatively low, but these can be more easily
determined and controlled if a clear, unambiguous and easy to apply standardised case definition is
applied. Education of potential field observers in application of the case definition and reporting is
an important component. Ideally, both the number of positive observations and the total number
of observations should be recorded.
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i)
Farm production records
Systematic analysis of farm production records may be used as an indicator of the presence or
absence of disease at the herd or flock level. In general, the sensitivity of this approach may be
quite high (depending on the disease), but the specificity is often quite low.
2)
Critical elements for structured non-random surveillance
There is a number of critical factors which should be taken into account when using structured non
random surveillance data such as coverage of the population, duplication of data, and sensitivity and
specificity of tests that may give rise to difficulties in the interpretation of data. Surveillance data from
non-random data sources may increase the level of confidence or be able to detect a lower level of
prevalence with the same level of confidence compared to structured surveys.
3)
Analytical methodologies
Different methodologies may be used for the analysis of non-random surveillance data.
Different scientifically valid methodologies may be used for the analysis of non-random surveillance
data. Where no data are available, estimates based on expert opinions, gathered and combined using a
formal, documented and scientifically valid methodology may be used.
Analytical methodologies based on the use of step-wise probability estimates to describe the surveillance
system may determine the probability of each step either by:
4)
a)
the analysis of available data, using a scientifically valid methodology; or where no data are
available,
b)
the use of estimates based on expert opinion, gathered and combined using a formal, documented
and scientifically valid methodology.
Combination of multiple sources of data
The methodology used to combine the evidence from multiple data sources should be scientifically
valid, and fully documented including references to published material.
Surveillance information gathered from the same country, zone or compartment at different times may
provide cumulative evidence of animal health status. Such evidence gathered over time may be
combined to provide an overall level of confidence. For instance, repeated annual surveys may be
analysed to provide a cumulative level of confidence. However, a single larger survey, or the
combination of data collected during the same time period from multiple random or non-random
sources, may be able to achieve the same level of confidence in just one year.
Analysis of surveillance information gathered intermittently or continuously over time should, where
possible, incorporate the time of collection of the information to take the decreased value of older
information into account. The sensitivity, specificity and completeness of data from each source should
also be taken into account for the final overall confidence level estimation.
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Article 3.8.1.6.
SURVEILLANCE TO DEMONSTRATE FREEDOM FROM INFECTION
Surveillance to demonstrate freedom from disease/infection International recognition of freedom from
infection
1)
Introduction Requirements to declare a country, zone or compartment free from
disease/infection without pathogen specific surveillance
This Article provides general principles for declaring a country, zone or compartment free from
disease/infection in relation to the time of last occurrence and in particular for the recognition of historical
freedom.
The provisions of this Article are based on the principles described in Article 3.8.1.3. of this Appendix
and the following premises:
–
in the absence of disease and vaccination, the animal population would become susceptible over a
period of time;
–
the disease agents to which these provisions apply are likely to produce identifiable clinical signs in
susceptible animals;
–
competent and effective Veterinary Services will be able to investigate, diagnose and report disease, if
present;
–
the absence of disease/infection over a long period of time in a susceptible population can be
substantiated by effective disease investigation and reporting by the Veterinary Services of a Member
Country.
4.2. Additional requirements to declare a country or compartment free from infection without
pathogen specific surveillance
a)
Historically free
Unless otherwise specified in the relevant disease chapter, a country, zone or compartment may be
recognised free from infection without formally applying a pathogen-specific surveillance
programme when:
i)
there has never been occurrence of disease, or
ii)
eradication has been achieved or the disease/infection has ceased to occur for at least 25 years;
provided that for at least the past 10 years:
iii) it has been a notifiable disease;
iv) an early detection system has been in place;
v)
measures to prevent disease/infection introduction have been in place; no vaccination against the
disease has been carried out unless otherwise provided in the Terrestrial Code;
vi) infection is not known to be established in wildlife within the country or zone intended to be
declared free. (A country or zone cannot apply for historical freedom if there is any evidence
of infection in wildlife. However, specific surveillance in wildlife is not necessary.)
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b)
Last occurrence within the previous 25 years
Countries, zones or compartments that have achieved eradication (or in which the disease/infection has
ceased to occur) within the previous 25 years, should follow the pathogen-specific surveillance
requirements in the Terrestrial Code if they exist. In the absence of specific requirements for
surveillance in the Terrestrial Code, countries should follow the general guidelines for surveillance to
demonstrate animal health status outlined in this Appendix provided that for at least the past
10 years:
i)
it has been a notifiable disease;
ii)
an early detection system has been in place;
iii) measures to prevent disease/infection introduction have been in place;
iv) no vaccination against the disease has been carried out unless otherwise provided in the
Terrestrial Code;
v)
2)
infection is not known to be established in wildlife within the country or zone intended to be
declared free. (A country or zone cannot apply for freedom if there is any evidence of infection
in wildlife. However, specific surveillance in wildlife is not necessary.)
Guidelines for the discontinuation of pathogen-specific screening after recognition of freedom
from infection
A country, zone or compartment that has been recognised as free from infection following the provisions
of the Terrestrial Code may discontinue pathogen-specific screening while maintaining the infection-free
status provided that:
3)
a)
it is a notifiable disease;
b)
an early detection system is in place;
c)
measures to prevent disease/infection introduction are in place;
d)
vaccination against the disease is not applied;
e)
infection is known not to be established in wildlife. (Specific surveillance in wildlife has
demonstrated the absence of infection.)
International recognition of disease/infection free status
For diseases for which procedures exist whereby the OIE can officially recognise the existence of a
disease/infection free country, zone or compartment, a Member Country wishing to apply for recognition of
this status shall, via its Permanent Delegate, send to the OIE all the relevant documentation relating to
the country, zone or compartment concerned. Such documentation should be presented according to
guidelines prescribed by the OIE for the appropriate animal diseases.
4)
Demonstration of freedom from infection
A surveillance system to demonstrate freedom from infection should meet the following requirements
in addition to the general requirements for surveillance outlined in Article 3.8.1.3. of this Appendix.
Freedom from infection implies the absence of the pathogenic agent in the country, zone or compartment.
Scientific methods cannot provide absolute certainty of the absence of infection. Demonstrating
freedom from infection involves providing sufficient evidence to demonstrate (to a level of confidence
acceptable to Member Countries) that infection with a specified pathogen is not present in a population.
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In practice, it is not possible to prove (i.e., be 100% confident) that a population is free from infection
(unless every member of the population is examined simultaneously with a perfect test with both
sensitivity and specificity equal to 100%). Instead, the aim is to provide adequate evidence (to an
acceptable level of confidence), that infection, if present, is present in less than a specified proportion of
the population
However, finding evidence of infection at any level in the target population automatically invalidates any
freedom from infection claim, unless otherwise stated in the relevant disease chapters.
Evidence from targeted, random or non-random data sources, as stated before, may increase the level
of confidence or be able to detect a lower level of prevalence with the same level of confidence
compared to structured surveys.
Article 3.8.1.7.
Surveillance for distribution and occurrence of infection
Surveillance to determine distribution and occurrence of infection or of other relevant health related events
is widely used to assess progress in the control or eradication of selected diseases and pathogens and as an
aid to decision making. It has, however, relevance for the international movement of animals and products
when movement occurs among infected countries.
In contrast to surveillance to demonstrate freedom from infection, surveillance used to assess progress in
control or eradication of selected diseases and pathogens is usually designed to collect data about a number
of variables of animal health relevance, for example:
1)
prevalence or incidence of infection;
2)
morbidity and mortality rates;
3)
frequency of disease/infection risk factors and their quantification when the risk factors are expressed by
continuous [real numbers] or discrete [integers] variables;
4)
frequency distribution of herd sizes or the sizes of other epidemiological units;
5)
frequency distribution of antibody titres;
6)
proportion of immunised animals after a vaccination campaign;
7)
frequency distribution of the number of days elapsing between suspicion of infection and laboratory
confirmation of the diagnosis and/or to the adoption of control measures;
8)
farm production records, etc.
All of the listed data may also have relevance for the risk analysis.
--------------text deleted
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APPENDIX
3.8.7.
GUIDELINES FOR THE SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED
TO SUPPORT THE ESTABLISHMENT OR REGAINING
OF
RECOGNITION FOR A FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE
FREE COUNTRY OR ZONE
GUIDELINES FOR THE SURVEILLANCE
OF FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE
Article 3.8.7.1.
Introduction
This Appendix defines the principles and provides a guide for the surveillance of foot and mouth disease
(FMD) in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. applicable to countries seeking recognition from the OIE for
freedom from FMD, either with or without the use of vaccination. This may be for the entire country or a
zone or compartment within the country. Guidance for countries seeking reestablishment of freedom from
FMD for the whole country or a zone or a compartment, either with or without vaccination, following an
outbreak, as well as guidelines for the maintenance of FMD status are is provided. These guidelines are
intended to expand on and explain the requirements of Chapter 2.2.10. Applications to the OIE for such
recognition of freedom should follow the format and answer all the questions posed by the “Questionnaire
on FMD” available from the OIE Central Bureau.
Reference to vaccination in this guide implies vaccination as part of an official disease control programme
under the supervision of the Veterinary Administration aimed at interrupting the transmission of FMD virus
(FMDV) in the zone or country concerned. The level of herd immunity required to achieve interruption of
transmission will depend on the size, composition (e.g. species) and density of the susceptible population. It
is therefore impossible to be prescriptive in this matter but, in general, unless there are good reasons to
employ a different target, the aim should be to vaccinate at least 80% of the susceptible population in the
manner and at the frequency prescribed by the manufacturer of the vaccine concerned. The vaccine must
also comply with the provisions stipulated for FMD vaccines in the Terrestrial Manual. It may be that a
decision is reached to vaccinate only certain species or other subset of the total susceptible population. In
that case the rationale should be contained within the dossier accompanying the application to the OIE for
recognition of a free country or zone or recovery of such status.
The impact and epidemiology of FMD differ widely in different regions of the world and therefore it is
impossible to provide specific guidelines for all situations. It is axiomatic that the surveillance strategies
employed for demonstrating freedom from FMD at an acceptable level of confidence will need to be
adapted to the local situation. For example, the approach to proving freedom from FMD following an
outbreak caused by a pig-adapted strain of FMD virus (FMDV) should differ significantly from an
application designed to prove freedom from FMD for a country or zone where African buffaloes (Syncerus
caffer) provide a potential reservoir of infection. It is incumbent upon the applicant country to submit a
dossier to the OIE in support of its application that not only explains the epidemiology of FMD in the
region concerned but also demonstrates how all the risk factors are managed. This should include provision
of scientifically based supporting data. There is therefore considerable latitude available to Member
Countries to provide a well-reasoned argument to prove that the absence of FMDV infection (in nonvaccinated populations) or circulation (in vaccinated populations) is assured at an acceptable level of
confidence.
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Surveillance for FMD may should be in the form of a continuing disease surveillance programme or it may
be a specific programme designed to establish that the whole territory or part of it is free from FMDV
infection/circulation.
For the purpose of this Appendix, virus circulation means transmission of FMDV as demonstrated by
clinical signs, serological evidence or virus isolation.
Article 3.8.7.2.
General conditions and methods
1)
A surveillance system in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1 should be under the responsibility of the
Veterinary Administration. A procedure should be in place for the rapid collection and transport of
samples from suspect cases of FMD to a laboratory for FMD diagnoses as described in the Terrestrial
Manual.
2)
The FMD surveillance programme should:
a)
include an early warning system throughout the production, marketing and processing chain for
reporting suspicious cases. Farmers and workers who have day-to-day contact with livestock, as
well as diagnosticians, should be encouraged to report promptly any suspicion of FMD clinical
disease resembling FMD. They should be supported directly or indirectly (e.g. through private
veterinarians or veterinary para-professionals) by government information programmes and the
Veterinary Administration. All suspect cases of FMD should be investigated immediately. Where
suspicion cannot be resolved by epidemiological and clinical investigation, samples should be taken
and submitted to an approved laboratory and, if still considered suspect, samples should be taken
and submitted to an approved laboratory. This requires that sampling kits and other equipment are
available for those responsible for surveillance. Personnel responsible for surveillance should be
able to call for assistance from a team with expertise in FMD diagnosis and control;
b)
implement, when relevant, regular and frequent clinical inspection and serological testing of highrisk groups of animals, such as those adjacent to an FMD infected country or zone (for example,
bordering a game park in which infected wildlife are present).
An effective surveillance system will periodically identify suspicious cases that require follow up and
investigation to confirm or exclude that the cause of the condition is FMDV. The rate at which such
suspicious cases are likely to occur will differ between epidemiological situations and cannot therefore
be predicted reliably. Applications for freedom from FMDV infection/circulation should, in
consequence, provide details of the occurrence of suspicious cases and how they were investigated and
dealt with. This should include the results of laboratory testing and the control measures to which the
animals concerned were subjected during the investigation (quarantine, movement stand-still orders,
etc.).
During investigation into suspected outbreaks of FMD, it is necessary to apply measures that will contain
the infection to its original locality until such time as the diagnosis is confirmed or refuted, e.g. through
application of quarantine measures. The details of actions that need to be applied in such situations are
not covered by this guide.
3)
These general requirements apply in all Member Countries submitting their annual request for reconfirmation of FMD free status although active surveillance for FMD is not a requirement for
countries that are recognised by the OIE as being free from FMD without vaccination. An active
surveillance programme is required from Member Countries applying for the first time for recognition
of freedom from FMD for the whole country or zone either with or without vaccination. It is also a
requirement for countries seeking recognition for the recovery of their former status following an
outbreak.
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Article 3.8.7.2.bis
Surveillance strategies
1)
Introduction
The target population for surveillance aimed at identification of disease and infection should cover all the
susceptible species within the country or zone to be recognised as free from FMDV
infection/circulation.
The strategy employed may be based on randomised sampling requiring surveillance consistent with
demonstrating the absence of FMDV infection/circulation at an acceptable level of statistical
confidence. The frequency of sampling should be dependent on the epidemiological situation. Targeted
surveillance (e.g. based on the increased likelihood of infection in particular localities or species) may be
an appropriate strategy. The applicant country should justify the surveillance strategy chosen as
adequate to detect the presence of FMDV infection/circulation in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. and
the epidemiological situation. It may, for example, be appropriate to target clinical surveillance at
particular species likely to exhibit clear clinical signs (e.g. cattle and pigs). If a Member Country wishes
to apply for recognition of a specific zone or compartment within the country as being free from FMDV
infection/circulation, the design of the survey and the basis for the sampling process would need to be
aimed at the population within the zone or compartment .
For random surveys, the design of the sampling strategy will need to incorporate an epidemiologically
appropriate design prevalence. The sample size selected for testing will need to be large enough to
detect infection/circulation if it were to occur at a predetermined minimum rate. The sample size and
expected disease prevalence determine the level of confidence in the results of the survey. The applicant
country must justify the choice of design prevalence and confidence level based on the objectives of
surveillance and the epidemiological situation, in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. Selection of the
design prevalence in particular clearly needs to be based on the prevailing or historical epidemiological
situation.
Irrespective of the survey design selected, the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnostic tests employed
are key factors in the design, sample size determination and interpretation of the results obtained.
Ideally, the sensitivity and specificity of the tests used should be validated for the vaccination/infection
history and production class of animals in the target population.
Irrespective of the testing system employed, surveillance design should anticipate the occurrence of
false positive reactions. If the characteristics of the testing system are known, the rate at which these
false positives are likely to occur can be calculated in advance. There needs to be an effective procedure
for following up positives to ultimately determine with a high level of confidence, whether they are
indicative of infection/circulation or not. This should involve both supplementary tests and follow-up
investigation to collect diagnostic material from the original sampling unit as well as herds which may be
epidemiologically linked to it.
The principles involved in surveillance for disease/infection are technically well defined. The design of
surveillance programmes to prove the absence of FMDV infection/circulation needs to be carefully
followed to avoid producing results that are either insufficiently reliable to be accepted by the OIE or
international trading partners, or excessively costly and logistically complicated. The design of any
surveillance programme, therefore, requires inputs from professionals competent and experienced in
this field.
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2)
Clinical surveillance
Clinical surveillance aims at the detection of clinical signs of FMD by close physical examination of
susceptible animals. Whereas significant emphasis is placed on the diagnostic value of mass serological
screening, surveillance based on clinical inspection should not be underrated. It may be able to provide
a high level of confidence of detection of disease if a sufficiently large number of clinically susceptible
animals is examined.
Clinical surveillance and laboratory testing should always be applied in series to clarify the status of
FMD suspects detected by either of these complementary diagnostic approaches. Laboratory testing
may confirm clinical suspicion, while clinical surveillance may contribute to confirmation of positive
serology. Any sampling unit within which suspicious animals are detected should be classified as
infected until contrary evidence is produced.
A number of issues must be considered in clinical surveillance for FMD. The often underestimated
labour intensity and the logistical difficulties involved in conducting clinical examinations should not be
underestimated and should be taken into account.
Identification of clinical cases is fundamental to FMD surveillance. Establishment of the molecular,
antigenic and other biological characteristics of the causative virus, as well as its source, is dependent
upon disclosure of such animals. It is essential that FMDV isolates are sent regularly to the regional
reference laboratory for genetic and antigenic characterization.
3)
Virological surveillance
Virological surveillance using tests described in the Terrestrial Manual should be conducted:
4)
a)
to monitor at risk populations;
b)
to confirm clinically suspect cases;
c)
to follow up positive serological results;
d)
to test “normal” daily mortality, to ensure early detection of infection in the face of vaccination or
in establishments epidemiologically linked to an outbreak.
Serological surveillance
Serological surveillance aims at the detection of antibodies against FMDV. Positive FMDV antibody
test results can have four possible causes:
a)
natural infection with FMDV;
b)
vaccination against FMD;
c)
maternal antibodies derived from an immune dam (maternal antibodies in cattle are usually found
only up to 6 months of age but in some individuals and in some species, maternal antibodies can
be detected for considerably longer periods);
d)
heterophile (cross) reactions.
It is important that serological tests, where applicable, contain antigens appropriate for detecting
antibodies against viral variants (types, subtypes, lineages, topotypes, etc.) that have recently occurred in
the region concerned. Where the probable identity of FMDVs is unknown or where exotic viruses are
suspected to be present, tests able to detect representatives of all serotypes should be employed (e.g.
tests based on nonstructural viral proteins – see below).
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It may be possible to use serum collected for other survey purposes for FMD surveillance. However,
the principles of survey design described in this Appendix and the requirement for a statistically valid
survey for the presence of FMDV should not be compromised.
The discovery of clustering of seropositive reactions should be foreseen. It may reflect any of a series of
events, including but not limited to the demographics of the population sampled, vaccinal exposure or
the presence of field strain infection. As clustering may signal field strain infection, the investigation of
all instances must be incorporated in the survey design. If vaccination cannot be excluded as the cause
of positive serological reactions, diagnostic methods should be employed that detect the presence of
antibodies to nonstructural proteins (NSPs) of FMDVs as described in the Terrestrial Manual.
The results of random or targeted serological surveys are important in providing reliable evidence that
FMDV infection is not present in a country or zone. It is therefore essential that the survey be
thoroughly documented.
Article 3.8.7.3.
Documentation of FMD free status
Countries applying for freedom from FMD for the whole country or a zone/compartment where
vaccination is not practised
1)
Introduction
A Member Country applying for recognition of freedom for the country or a zone from FMD where
vaccination is not practised should provide evidence for the existence of an effective surveillance
programme. The strategy and design of the surveillance programme will depend on the prevailing
epidemiological circumstances. Conventionally, a statistically significant proportion of the whole
population should be subjected to clinical and serological surveillance to demonstrate absence of
FMDV, i.e. circulation of virus, during the preceding 12 months. This requires the support of a national
or other laboratory able to undertake identification of FMDV infection through virus/antigen/genome
detection and antibody tests described in the Terrestrial Manual.
2)
Survey design
The target population for surveillance aimed at identification of disease and infection should cover all the
susceptible species within the country or zone to be recognised as free from infection. This would
usually require stratification of different species.
Countries wishing to show freedom from FMDV infection in which a pig-adapted strain of virus had
been prevalent should concentrate on sampling the national pig population. However, it would also be
necessary to show that no spill-over into other susceptible species has occurred. In countries or zones
in which an African buffalo population is present, the buffaloes should also be sampled if included in
the proposed FMDV infection-free zone.
The strategy employed may be based either on randomised sampling requiring surveillance consistent
with demonstrating the absence of infection at an acceptable level of statistical confidence. The frequency
of sampling would be dependent on the epidemiological situation, but should occur at least once during
the year preceding the application. Alternatively, targeted surveillance (e.g. based on the likelihood of
infection in particular localities or species) may provide a more appropriate and cost-effective strategy.
If the latter approach is used, it would be incumbent upon the applicant country to show that the
surveillance conducted was at least as effective as randomised surveillance with stratification of different
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susceptible species. It may, for example, be appropriate to target clinical surveillance at particular
species likely to exhibit clear clinical signs (e.g. cattle and pigs) while directing serological surveillance at
species that tend to develop less obvious signs of infection such as sheep and, in some locations, goats
and wildlife species.
If a Member Country wishes to apply for recognition of a specific zone/region within the country as
being free from FMDV infection, the design of the survey and the basis for the sampling process would
need to be aimed at the population within the zone/region.
For randomised surveillance, the design of the sampling strategy will need to incorporate an
epidemiologically appropriate design prevalence because, obviously, the sample selected for testing will
need to be large enough to detect infection if it were to occur at a predetermined minimum rate. The
sample size and expected disease prevalence determine the level of confidence in the result of the
survey. A typical random sampling strategy would be one that provides 95% probability of detecting
evidence of FMD or FMDV infection if it were present in 1% of the primary sampling units. A
minimum expected level of infection within sampling units also has to be set to ensure that a sufficient
number of animals within each sampling unit is tested to detect the infection if it were present in the
sampling unit. Typically this value is set somewhere between 5-20% with a confidence level of 95%. In
many instances it could be safely assumed that within-sampling unit prevalence would be greater than
5% bearing in mind the contagiousness of FMDV. Selection of the prevalence estimate clearly needs to
be based on the prevailing or historical epidemiological situation. The reasoning used in the selection of
prevalence parameters needs to be clearly spelt out in the dossier supplied to the OIE when applications
are made for recognition of freedom from FMD.
The sensitivities and specificities of the testing methods employed also affect the design of sampling
strategies. Clinical inspection, for example, typically has low sensitivity, especially in species that tend to
suffer mild or indistinct signs of FMD (e.g. sheep). In other words, the probability of detecting FMD
infection through identification of clinical cases is not particularly dependable and this therefore needs
to be allowed for in the sampling design. For proving absence of infection through serology, it is usually
desirable to have either a test with both high sensitivity (likely to detect a high proportion of
seropositive individuals) and specificity (few false positive animals likely to be identified) or to use a
combination of tests that together provide high net sensitivity and specificity. However, even if the net
specificity is high, in cases where the design prevalence is low (e.g. in situations where proving absence
of FMD is the objective), the positive predictive value (PV) of a test or testing system may be
considerably lower than 100% (because PV is mainly a function of specificity and prevalence). This
means that in such circumstances it needs to be anticipated that false positive results will occur. If the
characteristics of the testing system are known, the rate at which these false positive are likely to occur
can be calculated. In such circumstances detected prevalence rates significantly greater than the
calculated rate would be suspicious of infection. More typically, the parameters of the testing system are
imprecisely known and therefore an element of judgement in the interpretation of serological results
will be necessary. Whatever the case, there needs to be an effective procedure for following up
serological positives to determine ultimately, to a high level of probability, whether they are indicative of
infection or not. This should involve both supplementary laboratory tests (see below) and further field
follow-up to collect diagnostic material from the original sampling unit if possible as well as animals in
the vicinity which may be epidemiologically linked to the suspect focus.
It is evident from the above that although the principles involved in surveillance for disease/infection
are reasonably straight forward, design of large surveillance programmes to prove absence of FMD
needs to be carefully done to avoid producing results that are either insufficiently reliable to be accepted
by the OIE or international trading partners or excessively costly and logistically complicated. The
design of any large surveillance programme therefore requires inputs from competent and experienced
professionals in this field.
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3)
Clinical surveillance
Clinical surveillance aims at the detection of clinical signs of FMD by close inspection of susceptible
animals. It is essential that all animals within the selected primary sampling unit are examined for signs
of FMD. Any unit where suspicious animals are detected should be classified as infected until contrary
evidence is produced.
There are a number of issues that need to be considered in clinical surveillance for FMD. Some of these
(e.g. the general insensitivity of clinical surveillance and species differences) have been mentioned
above. The practical difficulty, hard work and boredom involved in conducting repetitive clinical
examinations are almost invariably underestimated (hence the low sensitivity). This therefore needs to
be borne in mind in the surveillance design.
Furthermore, now that the emphasis of the chapter of this Terrestrial Code on FMD is on detection of
infection rather than disease, it needs to be remembered that in practice detection of disease is only one
of the ways in which infection can be identified. Other techniques, such as serology, may be more
sensitive especially in situations where vaccination is not practised but, on the other hand, identification
of clinical cases is still fundamental to FMD surveillance. Identification of such cases is also vital in
providing sources of the causative virus that enable the molecular, antigenic and other biological
characteristics of the virus to be established. It is essential that FMDV isolates are sent regularly to the
regional reference laboratory for genetic and antigenic characterization.
4)
Serological surveillance
Serological surveillance aims at the detection of antibodies against FMDV. Positive tests for FMDV
antibody tests can have four possible causes:
a)
natural infection with FMDV;
b)
vaccination against FMD;
c)
maternal antibodies derived from an immune dam (maternal antibodies in cattle are usually found
only up to 6 months of age, however, in some individuals and in buffalo calves, maternal antibody
can be detected for considerably longer);
d)
heterophile (cross) reactions.
It is important that serological tests, where appropriate, contain antigens appropriate for detecting viral
variants (types, subtypes, lineages, topotypes, etc.) that have recently occurred in the region concerned.
Where the probable identity of FMDVs is unknown or where exotic viruses are suspected to be present,
tests able to detect representatives of all serotypes should be employed (e.g. tests based on nonstructural
viral proteins – see below).
It may be possible to use serum collected for other survey purposes for FMD surveillance but the
requirement for a statistically valid survey for the presence of FMDV should not be compromised.
General considerations in the design and conduct of sero-surveys have been addressed above (see
Survey design). An important issue requiring planning is the procedure to be followed in the event that
seropositives are detected. As already indicated, it is likely that where the design prevalence is low false
positive results should be anticipated. When these occur, both laboratory and field follow-up are
necessary to differentiate between true and false positives.
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Infected animals are unlikely to be evenly dispersed within the population and a cross sectional analysis
will usually detect clusters of infection. FMD is no exception to this general rule. Therefore, it is
important to identify clusters of seropositive animals through simple mapping or more sophisticated
cluster analysis.
If vaccination cannot be excluded as the cause of positive serological reactions, testing for the presence
of antibodies to the nonstructural proteins (NSPs) of FMDVs (as described in the Terrestrial Manual)
should be used.
The results of random sample or targeted surveys based on serology are important in providing reliable
evidence that no FMDV infection is present in a country or zone. It is therefore essential that the
survey be thoroughly documented.
In addition to the general conditions described in Chapter 2.2.10., a Member Country applying for
recognition of FMD freedom for the country or a zone/compartment where vaccination is not practised
should provide evidence for the existence of an effective surveillance programme. The strategy and
design of the surveillance programme will depend on the prevailing epidemiological circumstances and
will be planned and implemented according to general conditions and methods in this Appendix, to
demonstrate absence of FMDV infection, during the preceding 12 months in susceptible populations.
This requires the support of a national or other laboratory able to undertake identification of FMDV
infection through virus/antigen/genome detection and antibody tests described in the Terrestrial
Manual.
Article 3.8.7.4.
Countries, zones or compartment sapplying for freedom from FMD where vaccination is practised
In addition to the general conditions, a country or zone applying for recognition of freedom from FMD with
vaccination should show evidence of an effective surveillance programme for clinical disease and
demonstrate that FMD has not occurred in the country or zone for the past 2 years. Furthermore,
surveillance for FMDV infection should show that FMDV has not been circulating in the vaccinated
population within the past 12 months. This will require serological surveillance incorporating tests able to
detect antibodies to NSPs as described in Article 3.8.6.6.
In addition to the general conditions described in Chapter 2.2.10., a Member Country applying for
recognition of country or zone/compartment freedom from FMD with vaccination should show evidence of an
effective surveillance programme planned and implemented according to general conditions and methods in
this Appendix. Absence of clinical disease in the country, zone or compartment for the past 2 years should be
demonstrated. Furthermore, surveillance should demonstrate that FMDV has not been circulating in any
susceptible population during the past 12 months. This will require serological surveillance incorporating
tests able to detect antibodies to NSPs as described in the Terrestrial Manual. Vaccination to prevent the
transmission of FMDV may be part of a disease control programme. The level of herd immunity required to
prevent transmission will depend on the size, composition (e.g. species) and density of the susceptible
population. It is therefore impossible to be prescriptive. However, in general the aim should be to vaccinate
at least 80% of the susceptible population. The vaccine must comply with the Terrestrial Manual. Based on
the epidemiology of FMD in the country, zone or compartment, it may be that a decision is reached to vaccinate
only certain species or other subsets of the total susceptible population. In that case, the rationale should be
contained within the dossier accompanying the application to the OIE for recognition of status.
Evidence to show the effectiveness of the vaccination programme is recommended should be provided.
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Article 3.8.7.5.
Countries, zones or compartment s re-applying for freedom from FMD where vaccination is either
practised or not practised, following an outbreak
In addition to the general conditions described in Chapter 2.2.10., a country re-applying for country, zone or
compartment freedom from FMD where vaccination is practised or not practised should show evidence of an
active surveillance programme for FMD as well as absence of FMDV infection/circulation. This will require
serological surveillance incorporating, in the case of a country, zone or compartment practising vaccination, tests
able to detect antibodies to NSPs as described in the Terrestrial Manual. This is particularly important if a
country intends for the whole of its territory or a zone to avail itself of the possibility of a reduced waiting
period, i.e. less than 2 years after the last outbreak.
Four strategies are recognised by the OIE in a programme to eradicate FMDV infection following an
outbreak:
1)
slaughter stamping-out of all clinically affected and in-contact susceptible animals;
2)
slaughter stamping-out of all clinically affected and in-contact susceptible animals and vaccination of atrisk animals, with subsequent slaughter of vaccinated animals;
3)
slaughter stamping-out of all clinically affected and in-contact susceptible animals and vaccination of atrisk animals, without subsequent slaughter of vaccinated animals;
4)
vaccination used without stamping-out slaughter of affected animals, without or subsequent slaughter of
vaccinated animals.
The time periods before which an application can be made for re-instatement of freedom from FMD
depends on which of these alternatives is followed. The time periods are prescribed in Article 2.2.10.7.
In all circumstances, a Member Country re-applying for country, zone or compartment freedom from FMD
with vaccination or without vaccination in a country or zone should report the results of an active
surveillance programme implemented according to general conditions and methods in this Appendix in
which the FMD susceptible population undergoes regular clinical examination or where active surveillance
has targeted a statistically significant sample of the susceptible population. In addition, a statistically
significant sample, based on the susceptible population at risk during the outbreak, would need to be tested
for absence of FMDV infection. In particular circumstances, targeted surveillance could be used to
accomplish the task. The procedures are outlined above.
Article 3.8.7.6.
The use and interpretation of serological tests (see Fig 1)
The recommended serological tests for FMD surveillance are described in the Terrestrial Manual.
ELISAs based on structural proteins are useful for screening sera for evidence of infection in animals that
have not been vaccinated. However, although their sensitivity is generally high, their specificity, particularly
in the case of the liquid-phase blocking ELISA (LPBE), is relatively low. This presents difficulties when it
comes to proving freedom from infection. These tests are also effective for monitoring serological responses
to vaccination where it is certain that the animals concerned have not been infected. The net specificity of
serological screening with ELISAs can be improved by retesting positive sera using the virus neutralisation
test (VNT). Precise values for sensitivity and specificity of these tests are not available and, in any case, are
likely to vary slightly between laboratories.
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Any animal whose serum is positive by the VNT should be tested additionally for evidence of infection using
either serological tests for antibodies to NSPs and/or by collection of oesophageal-pharyngeal material
(probang testing) for virus detection on cell cultures or by PCR. Ideally, fresh serum should be collected
from the animal(s) concerned because repeated freezing and thawing of stored sera tends to damage
immunoglobulins.
Animals that have been vaccinated will have antibodies to the structural proteins of FMD virus, and some
may have antibodies to the NSPs, depending on the number of times they have been vaccinated, and the
amount of the NSPs present in the vaccine used. However, animals that have recovered from infection with
FMD virus will have high levels of antibody to the NSPs. There are eight NSPs associated with the
replication of FMD virus, namely L, 2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D, and antibodies can be found to all of
these in most recovered animals. Some do not persist for more than a few months, and some animals may
fail to produce detectable levels to all NSPs. ELISAs have been developed to detect 2C, 3B or 3ABC
antibodies, the former being detectable for up to one year after infection, and the latter for up to 2 years. A
western blot technique (EITB) may also be used to detect the NSP antibodies to 2C, 3ABC, 3A, 3B and 3D;
it is particularly specific and sensitive in identifying previously infected animals. All these tests have been
extensively used in cattle. Similar testing in other species is on-going.
There is the option to use the NSP antibody test together with tests for detection of antibody to structural
viral proteins, particularly in areas where vaccination has been used and virus activity is suspected. Titres
higher than would be expected from vaccination alone may suggest FMDV infection and this can be
confirmed by testing for the presence of antibodies to the NSPs.
As indicated above, the diagnostic sensitivity of tests used influences the numbers of animals that need to be
sampled in a survey to provide evidence of absence of infection. The diagnostic specificity of the test
influences the proportion and number of positive results to be expected in the absence or presence of
infection, and therefore the selection and use of confirmatory tests. Results of surveys which indicate a
significantly higher proportion of positive test results in comparison with that expected from the estimate of
the false positive rate derived from the diagnostic specificity (i.e. 100 minus diagnostic specificity) may be
interpreted as evidence of infection in the population. A confirmatory test of high specificity, and where
appropriate other investigations, should be conducted to prove or refute the possibility of infection.
Figure 1 provides a flowchart of the test protocol that could be used to test the samples collected in a
serological survey. If the population being tested has not been previously vaccinated against FMD, the serum
samples can be tested using ELISAs based on structural proteins. Sera positive on the test used should be
retested using the VNT, which increases the net specificity. In addition, or in place of the VNT if the
laboratory is not able to manipulate live FMDV, the positive sera may be retested using an NSP antibody
test, such as the 3B, 3ABC or EITB. A positive VNT or NSP test would suggest that live virus had been
circulating, and would require further investigation of the herd or flock to confirm or refute the possibility.
Further investigation should include serum testing of the whole herd or flock from which the positive
samples were obtained. NSP tests should be used for testing sera from vaccinated herds or flocks, as such
sera will be positive by VNT. 3ABC or 3B positive samples may be repeat tested using the EITB for
confirmation. All animals from the unit from which positive samples are obtained should be re-tested for
antibodies to NSPs.
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The sensitivity and specificity of the NSP tests currently available are not fully documented, in particular for
species other than cattle. Member Countries submitting to the OIE data derived from commercial or other
NSP tests should provide information on the characteristics of the test being used.
Animals infected with FMDV produce antibodies to both the structural proteins (SP) and the nonstructural
proteins (NSP) of the virus. Tests for SP antibodies to include SP-ELISAs and the virus neutralisation test
(VNT). The SP tests are serotype specific and for optimal sensitivity should utilise an antigen or virus closely
related to the field strain against which antibodies are being sought. Tests for NSP antibodies include NSP IELISA 3ABC and the electro-immunotransfer blotting technique (EITB) as recommended in the Terrestrial
Manual or equivalent validated tests. In contrast to SP tests, NSP tests can detect antibodies to all serotypes
of FMD virus. Animals vaccinated and subsequently infected with FMD virus develop antibodies to NSPs,
but in some, the titre may be lower than that found in infected animals that have not been vaccinated. Both
the NSP I-ELISA 3ABC and EITB tests have been extensively used in cattle. Validation in other species is
ongoing. Vaccines used should comply with the standards of the Terrestrial Manual insofar as purity is
concerned to avoid interference with NSP antibody testing.
Serological testing is a suitable tool for FMD surveillance. The choice of a serosurveillance system will
depend on, amongst other things, the vaccination status of the country. A country, which is free from FMD
without vaccination, may choose serosurveillance of high-risk subpopulations (e.g. based on geographical
risk for exposure to FMDV). SP tests may be used in such situations for screening sera for evidence of
FMDV infection/circulation if a particular virus of serious threat has been identified and is well
characterised. In other cases, NSP testing is recommended in order to cover a broader range of strains and
even serotypes. In both cases, serological testing can provide additional support to clinical surveillance.
Regardless of whether SP or NSP tests are used in countries that do not vaccinate, a diagnostic follow-up
protocol should be in place to resolve any presumptive positive serological test results.
In areas where animals have been vaccinated, SP antibody tests may be used to monitor the serological
response to the vaccination. However, NSP antibody tests should be used to monitor for FMDV
infection/circulation. NSP-ELISAs may be used for screening sera for evidence of infection/circulation
irrespective of the vaccination status of the animal. All herds with seropositive reactors should be
investigated. Epidemiological and supplementary laboratory investigation results should document the status
of FMDV infection/circulation for each positive herd. Tests used for confirmation should be of high
diagnostic specificity to eliminate as many false positive screening test reactors as possible. The diagnostic
sensitivity of the confirmatory test should aproach that of the screening test. The EITB or another OIEaccepted test should be used for confirmation.
Information should be provided on the protocols, reagents, performance characteristics and validation of all
tests used.
1) The follow up procedure in case of positive test results if no vaccination is used in order to
establish or re-establish FMD free status without vaccination
Any positive test result (regardless of whether SP or NSP tests were used) should be followed up
immediately using appropriate clinical, epidemiological, serological and where possible virological
investigations of the reactor animal at hand, of susceptible animals of the same epidemiological unit and
of susceptible animals that have been in contact or otherwise epidemiologically associated with the
reactor animal. If the follow up investigations provide no evidence for FMDV infection, the reactor
animal shall be classified as FMD negative. In all other cases, including the absence of such follow up
investigations, the reactor animal should be classified as FMD positive.
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2) The follow up procedure in case of positive test results if vaccination is used in order to
establish or re-establish FMD free status with vaccination
In case of vaccinated populations one has to exclude that positive test results are indicative of virus
circulation. To this end the following procedure should be followed in the investigation of positive
serological test results derived from surveillance conducted on FMD vaccinated populations.
The investigation should examine all evidence that might confirm or refute the hypothesis that the
positive results to the serological tests employed in the initial survey were not due to virus circulation.
All the epidemiological information should be substantiated and the results should be collated in the
final report.
It is suggested that in the primary sampling units where at least one animal reacts positive to the NSP
test, the following strategy(ies) should be applied:
a)
Following clinical examination, a second serum sample should be taken from the animals tested in
the initial survey after an adequate interval of time has lapsed, on the condition that they are
individually identified, accessible and have not been vaccinated during this period. Antibody titres
against NSP at the time of retest should be statistically either equal to or lower than those observed
in the initial test if virus is not circulating.
The animals sampled should remain in the holding pending test results and should be clearly
identifiable. If the three conditions for retesting mentioned above cannot be met, a new serological
survey should be carried out in the holding after an adequate period of time, repeating the
application of the primary survey design and ensuring that all animals tested are individually
identified. These animals should remain in the holding and should not be vaccinated, so that they
can be retested after an adequate period of time.
b)
Following clinical examination, serum samples should be collected from representative numbers of
cattle that were in physical contact with the primary sampling unit. The magnitude and prevalence
of antibody reactivity observed should not differ in a statistically significant manner from that of
the primary sample if virus is not circulating.
c)
Following clinical examination, epidemiologically linked herds should be serologically tested and
satisfactory results should be achieved if virus is not circulating.
d)
Sentinel animals can also be used. These can be young, unvaccinated animals or animals in which
maternally conferred immunity has lapsed and belonging to the same species resident within the
positive initial sampling units. They should be serologically negative if virus is not circulating. If
other susceptible, unvaccinated ruminants (sheep, goats) are present, they could act as sentinels to
provide additional serological evidence.
Laboratory results should be examined in the context of the epidemiological situation. Corollary information
needed to complement the serological survey and assess the possibility of viral circulation includes but is not
limited to:
–
characterization of the existing production systems;
–
results of clinical surveillance of the suspects and their cohorts;
–
quantification of vaccinations performed on the affected sites;
–
sanitary protocol and history of the establishments with positive reactors;
–
control of animal identification and movements;
–
other parameters of regional significance in historic FMDV transmission.
The entire investigative process should be documented as standard operating procedure within the
surveillance programme.
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of laboratory tests for determining evidence of FMDV
infection through or following serological surveys
Susceptible Population
Unvaccinated
Vaccinated
LPBE or SPCE
_
NSP
3ABC
ELISA
LPBE or SPCE
(Optional See Notes)
_
+
+
Follow-up testing
NSP
3ABC
ELISA
VNT
Follow-up testing
3ABC
_
3ABC
EITB
+
EITB
VNT
The above diagram indicates the tests which are recommended for use in the investigation of sampling units
in which a positive test result has been obtained.
When feasible, detection of virus in OP fluid can also be used as complementary test on units in which
positive NSP test result has been obtained.
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of laboratory tests for determining evidence of FMDV
infection through or following serological surveys
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APPENDIX
3.X.X.
GUIDELINES FOR THE SURVEILLANCE
OF AVIAN INFLUENZA
Article 3.X.X.1.
Introduction
This Appendix defines the principles and provides a guide for the surveillance of notifiable avian influenza
(NAI) in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1., applicable to countries seeking recognition for a declared NAI
status, with or without the use of vaccination. This may be for the entire country, zone or compartment.
Guidance for countries seeking free status following an outbreak and for the maintenance of NAI status are
provided. This Appendix complements Chapter 2.7.12.
The presence of NAI avian influenza viruses in wild birds creates a particular problem. In essence, no
country can declare itself free from avian influenza (AI) in wild birds. However, the definition of NAI in
Chapter 2.7.12. refers to the infection in poultry only and this Appendix was developed under this definition.
The impact and epidemiology of NAI differ widely in different regions of the world and therefore it is
impossible to provide specific guidelines for all situations. It is axiomatic that the surveillance strategies
employed for demonstrating freedom from NAI at an acceptable level of confidence will need to be adapted
to the local situation. Variables such as the frequency of contacts of poultry with wild birds, different
biosecurity levels and production systems and the commingling of different susceptible species including
domestic waterfowl require specific surveillance strategies to address each specific situation. It is incumbent
upon the country to provide scientific data that explains the epidemiology of NAI in the region concerned
and also demonstrates how all the risk factors are managed. There is therefore considerable latitude available
to Member Countries to provide a well-reasoned argument to prove that absence of NAI virus (NAIV)
infection is assured at an acceptable level of confidence.
Surveillance for NAI should be in the form of a continuing programme designed to establish that the
country, zone or compartment, for which application is made, is free from NAIV infection.
Article 3.X.X.2.
General conditions and methods
1)
80
A surveillance system in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. should be under the responsibility of the
Veterinary Administration. In particular:
a)
a formal and ongoing system for detecting and investigating outbreaks of diseaseNAI infection or
disease should be in place;
b)
a procedure should be in place for the rapid collection and transport of samples from suspect cases
of NAI to a laboratory for NAI diagnosis as described in the Terrestrial Manual;
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c)
2)
a system for recording, managing and analysing diagnostic and surveillance data should be in place.
The NAI surveillance programme should:
a)
include an early warning system throughout the production, marketing and processing chain for
reporting suspicious cases. Farmers and workers, who have day-to-day contact with poultry, as well
as diagnosticians, should report promptly any suspicion of NAI to the Veterinary Authority. They
should be supported directly or indirectly (e.g. through private veterinarians or veterinary paraprofessionals) by government information programmes and the Veterinary Administration. All
suspected cases of NAI should be investigated immediately. Where suspicion cannot be resolved
by epidemiological and clinical investigation, as is frequently the case with LPNAI virus infections,
samples should be taken and submitted to an approved laboratory. This requires that sampling kits
and other equipment are available for those responsible for surveillance. Personnel responsible for
surveillance should be able to call for assistance from a team with expertise in NAI diagnosis and
control. In cases where potential public health implications are suspected, notification to the
appropriate public health authorities is essential;
b)
implement, when relevant, regular and frequent clinical inspection, serological and virological
testing of high-risk groups of animals, such as those adjacent to an NAI infected country, zone or
compartment, places where birds and poultry of different origins are mixed, such as live bird markets,
poultry in close proximity to waterfowl or other sources of NAIV.
An effective surveillance system will periodically identify suspicious cases that require follow up and
investigation to confirm or exclude that the cause of the condition is NAIV. The rate at which such
suspicious cases are likely to occur will differ between epidemiological situations and cannot therefore
be predicted reliably. Applications for freedom from NAIV infection should, in consequence, provide
details of the occurrence of suspicious cases and how they were investigated and dealt with. This should
include the results of laboratory testing and the control measures to which the animals concerned were
subjected during the investigation (quarantine, movement stand-still orders, etc.).
Article 3.X.X.3.
Surveillance strategies
The target population for surveillance aimed at identification of disease and infection should cover all the
susceptible poultry species within the country, zone or compartment. Active and passive surveillance for NAI
should be ongoing. The frequency of active surveillance should be at least every 6 months. Surveillance
should be composed of random and targeted approaches using virological, serological and clinical methods.
The strategy employed may be based on randomised sampling requiring surveillance consistent with
demonstrating the absence of NAIV infection at an acceptable level of confidence. The frequency of
sampling should be dependent on the epidemiological situation. Random surveillance is conducted using
serological tests described in the Terrestrial Manual. Positive serological results should be followed up with
virological methods.
Targeted surveillance (e.g. based on the increased likelihood of infection in particular localities or species) may
be an appropriate strategy. Virological and serological methods should be used concurrently to define the
NAI status of high risk populations.
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A country should justify the surveillance strategy chosen as adequate to detect the presence of NAIV
infection in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. and the prevailing epidemiological situation. It may, for
example, be appropriate to target clinical surveillance at particular species likely to exhibit clear clinical signs
(e.g. chickens). Similarly, virological and serological testing could be targeted to species that may not show
clinical signs (e.g. ducks).
If a Member Country wishes to declare freedom from NAIV infection in a specific zone or compartment, the
design of the survey and the basis for the sampling process would need to be aimed at the population within
the zone or compartment.
For random surveys, the design of the sampling strategy will need to incorporate epidemiologically
appropriate design prevalence. The sample size selected for testing will need to be large enough to detect
infection if it were to occur at a predetermined minimum rate. The sample size and expected disease
prevalence determine the level of confidence in the results of the survey. The applicant country must justify
the choice of design prevalence and confidence level based on the objectives of surveillance and the
epidemiological situation, in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. Selection of the design prevalence in particular,
clearly needs to be based on the prevailing or historical epidemiological situation.
Irrespective of the survey approach selected, the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnostic tests employed
are key factors in the design, sample size determination and interpretation of the results obtained. Ideally, the
sensitivity and specificity of the tests used should be validated for the vaccination/infection history and the
different species in the target population.
Irrespective of the testing system employed, surveillance system design should anticipate the occurrence of
false positive reactions. If the characteristics of the testing system are known, the rate at which these false
positives are likely to occur can be calculated in advance. There needs to be an effective procedure for
following up positives to ultimately determine with a high level of confidence, whether they are indicative of
infection or not. This should involve both supplementary tests and follow-up investigation to collect
diagnostic material from the original sampling unit as well as flocks which may be epidemiologically linked to
it.
The principles involved in surveillance for disease/infection are technically well defined. The design of
surveillance programmes to prove the absence of NAIV infection/circulation needs to be carefully followed
to avoid producing results that are either insufficiently reliable to be accepted by the OIE or international
trading partners, or excessively costly and logistically complicated. The design of any surveillance
programme, therefore, requires inputs from professionals competent and experienced in this field.
1)
Clinical surveillance
Clinical surveillance aims at the detection of clinical signs of NAI at the flock level. Whereas significant
emphasis is placed on the diagnostic value of mass serological screening, surveillance based on clinical
inspection should not be underrated. Monitoring of production parameters, such as increased mortality,
reduced feed and water consumption, presence of clinical signs of a respiratory disease or a drop in egg
production, is important for the early detection of NAIV infection. In some cases, the only indication
of LPNAIV infection may be a drop in feed consumption or egg production.
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Clinical surveillance and laboratory testing should always be applied in series to clarify the status of NAI
suspects detected by either of these complementary diagnostic approaches. Laboratory testing may
confirm clinical suspicion, while clinical surveillance may contribute to confirmation of positive
serology. Any sampling unit within which suspicious animals are detected should be classified as
infected until evidence to the contrary is produced.
Identification of suspect flocks is vital to the identification of sources of NAIV and to enable the
molecular, antigenic and other biological characteristics of the virus to be determined. It is essential that
NAIV isolates are sent regularly to the regional Reference Laboratory for genetic and antigenic
characterization.
2)
Virological surveillance
Virological surveillance using tests described in the Terrestrial Manual should be conducted:
3)
a)
to monitor at risk populations;
b)
to confirm clinically suspect cases;
c)
to follow up positive serological results;
d)
to test ‘normal’ daily mortality, to ensure early detection of infection in the face of vaccination or
in establishments epidemiologically linked to an outbreak.
Serological surveillance
Serological surveillance aims at the detection of antibodies against NAIV. Positive NAIV antibody test
results can have four possible causes:
a)
natural infection with NAIV;
b)
vaccination against NAI;
c)
maternal antibodies derived from a vaccinated or infected parent flock are usually found in the
yolk and can persist in progeny for up to 4 weeks;
d)
positive results due to the lack of specificity of the test.
It may be possible to use serum collected for other survey purposes for NAI surveillance. However, the
principles of survey design described in these guidelines and the requirement for a statistically valid
survey for the presence of NAIV should not be compromised.
The discovery of clusters of seropositive flocks may reflect any of a series of events, including but not
limited to the demographics of the population sampled, vaccinal exposure or infection. As clustering
may signal infection, the investigation of all instances must be incorporated in the survey design.
Clustering of positive flocks is always epidemiologically significant and therefore should be investigated.
If vaccination cannot be excluded as the cause of positive serological reactions, diagnostic methods to
differentiate antibodies due to infection or vaccination should be employed.
The results of random or targeted serological surveys are important in providing reliable evidence that
no NAIV infection is present in a country, zone or compartment. It is therefore essential that the survey be
thoroughly documented.
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4)
Virological and serological surveillance in vaccinated populations
The surveillance strategy is dependent on the type of vaccine used. The protection against AI is
haemagglutinin subtype specific. Therefore, two broad vaccination strategies exist: 1) inactivated whole
AI viruses, and 2) haemagglutinin expression-based vaccines.
In the case of vaccinated populations, the surveillance strategy should be based on virological and/or
serological methods and clinical surveillance. It may be appropriate to use sentinel birds for this
purpose. These birds should be unvaccinated, AI virus antibody free birds and clearly and permanently
identified. The interpretation of serological results in the presence of vaccination is described
in 3.X.X.7.
Article 3.X.X.4.
Documentation of NAI or HPNAI free status
1)
Countries declaring freedom from NAI or HPNAI for the country, zone or compartment
In addition to the general conditions described in Chapter 2.7.12. of the Terrestrial Code, a Member
Country declaring freedom from NAI or HPNAI for the entire country, or a zone or a compartment
should provide evidence for the existence of an effective surveillance programme. The strategy and
design of the surveillance programme will depend on the prevailing epidemiological circumstances and
should be planned and implemented according to general conditions and methods described in this
Appendix, to demonstrate absence of NAIV or HPNAIV infection, during the preceding 12 months in
susceptible poultry populations (vaccinated and non-vaccinated). This requires the support of a
laboratory able to undertake identification of NAIV or HPNAIV infection through virus detection and
antibody tests described in the Terrestrial Manual. This surveillance may be targeted to poultry
population at specific risks linked to the types of production, possible direct or indirect contact with
wild birds, multi-age flocks, local trade patterns including live bird markets, use of possibly
contaminated surface water, and the presence of more than one species on the holding and poor
biosecurity measures in place.
2)
Additional requirements for countries, zones or compartments that practise vaccination
Vaccination to prevent the transmission of HPNAI virus may be part of a disease control programme.
The level of flock immunity required to prevent transmission will depend on the flock size, composition
(e.g. species) and density of the susceptible poultry population. It is therefore impossible to be
prescriptive. The vaccine must also comply with the provisions stipulated for NAI vaccines in the
Terrestrial Manual. Based on the epidemiology of NAI in the country, zone or compartment, it may be that
a decision is reached to vaccinate only certain species or other poultry subpopulations.
In all vaccinated flocks there is a need to perform virological and serological tests to ensure the absence
of virus circulation. The use of sentinel poultry may provide further confidence of the absence of virus
circulation. The tests have to be repeated at least every 6 months or at shorter intervals according to the
risk in the country, zone or compartment.
Evidence to show the effectiveness of the vaccination programme should also be provided.
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Article 3.X.X.5.
Countries, zones or compartments re-declaring freedom from NAI or HPNAI following an
outbreak
In addition to the general conditions described in Chapter 2.7.12., a country re-declaring for country, zone or
compartment freedom from NAI or HPNAI virus infection should show evidence of an active surveillance
programme depending on the epidemiological circumstances of the outbreak to demonstrate the absence of
the infection. This will require surveillance incorporating virus detection and antibody tests described in the
Terrestrial Manual. The use of sentinel birds may facilitate the interpretation of surveillance results.
A Member Country declaring freedom of country, zone or compartment after an outbreak of NAI or HPNAI
(with or without vaccination) should report the results of an active surveillance programme in which the
NAI or HPNAI susceptible poultry population undergoes regular clinical examination and active surveillance
planned and implemented according to the general conditions and methods described in these guidelines.
The surveillance should at least give the confidence that can be given by a randomized representative sample
of the populations at risk.
Article 3.X.X.6.
NAI free establishments within HPNAI free compartments
The declaration of NAI free establishments requires the demonstration of absence of NAIV infection. Birds in
these establishments should be randomly tested using virus detection or isolation tests, and serological
methods, following the general conditions of these guidelines. The frequency of testing should be based on
the risk of infection and at a maximum interval of 21 days.
Article 3.X.X.7.
The use and interpretation of serological and virus detection tests
Poultry infected with NAI virus produce antibodies to haemagglutinin (HA), neuraminidase (NA),
nonstructural proteins (NSPs), nucleoprotein/matrix (NP/M) and the polymerase complex proteins.
Detection of antibodies against the polymerase complex proteins will not be covered in this Appendix. Tests
for NP/M antibodies include direct and blocking ELISA, and agar gel immunodiffusion (AGID) tests. Tests
for antibodies against NA include the neuraminidase inhibition (NI), indirect fluorescent antibody and direct
ELISA tests. For the HA, antibodies are detected in haemagglutination inhibition (HI) and neutralization
(SN) tests. The HI test is reliable in avian species but not in mammals. The SN test can be used to detect
subtype specific antibodies to the haemagglutinin and is the preferred test for mammals and some avian
species. The AGID test is reliable for detection of NP/M antibodies in chickens and turkeys, but not in
other avian species. As an alternative, blocking ELISA tests have been developed to detect NP/M antibodies
in all avian species.
The HI and NI tests can be used to subtype AI viruses into 15 haemagglutinin and 9 neuraminidase
subtypes. Such information is helpful for epidemiological investigations and in categorization of AI viruses.
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Poultry can be vaccinated with a variety of AI vaccines including inactivated whole AI virus vaccines, and
haemagglutinin expression-based vaccines. Antibodies to the haemagglutinin confer subtype specific
protection. Various strategies can be used to differentiate vaccinated from infected birds including
serosurveillance in unvaccinated sentinel birds or specific serological tests in the vaccinated birds.
AI virus infection of unvaccinated birds including sentinels is detected by antibodies to the NP/M, subtype
specific HA or NA proteins, or NSP. In poultry vaccinated with haemagglutinin expression-based vaccines,
antibodies are detected to the specific HA, but not any of the other AI viral proteins. Infection is evident by
antibodies to the NP/M or NSP, or the specific NA protein of the field virus. Poultry vaccinated with
inactivated whole AI vaccines may develop low titres of antibodies to NSP, but the titre in infected birds will
be markedly higher. Alternatively, usage of a vaccine strain with a different NA subtype than the field virus
can allow differentiation of vaccinated from infected birds (DIVA) by detection of subtype specific NA
antibodies of the field virus. Vaccines used should comply with the standards of the Terrestrial Manual.
All flocks with seropositive results should be investigated. Epidemiological and supplementary laboratory
investigation results should document the status of NAI infection/circulation for each positive flock.
A confirmatory test should have a higher specificity than the screening test and sensitivity at least equivalent
than that of the screening test.
Information should be provided on the performance characteristics and validation of tests used.
1) The follow up procedure in case of positive test results if vaccination is used
In case of vaccinated populations, one has to exclude the likelihood that positive test results are
indicative of virus circulation. To this end the following procedure should be followed in the
investigation of positive serological test results derived from surveillance conducted on NAI-vaccinated
poultry. The investigation should examine all evidence that might confirm or refute the hypothesis that
the positive results to the serological tests employed in the initial survey were not due to virus
circulation. All the epidemiological information should be substantiated and the results should be
collated in the final report.
Knowledge of the type of vaccine used is crucial in developing a serological based strategy to
differentiate infected from vaccinated animals.
a)
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Inactivated whole AI virus vaccines can use either homologous or heterologous neuraminidase
subtypes between the vaccine and field strains. If poultry in the population have antibodies to
NP/M and were vaccinated with inactivated whole AI virus vaccine, the following strategies
should be applied:
i)
sentinel birds should remain NP/M antibody negative. If positive for NP/M antibodies,
indicating AI virus infection, specific HI tests should be performed to identify H5 or H7 AI
virus infection;
ii)
if vaccinated with inactivated whole AI virus vaccine containing homologous NA to field
virus, the presence of antibodies to NSP could be indicative of infection. Sampling should be
initiated to exclude the presence of NAIV by either virus isolation or detection of virus
specific genomic material or proteins;
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iii) if vaccinated with inactivated whole AI virus vaccine containing heterologous NA to field
virus, presence of antibodies to the field virus NA or NSP would be indicative of infection.
Sampling should be initiated to exclude the presence of NAIV by either virus isolation or
detection of virus specific genomic material or proteins.
b)
Hemagglutinin expression-based vaccines contain the HA protein or gene homologous to the HA
of the field virus. Sentinel birds as described above can be used to detect AI infection. In
vaccinated or sentinel birds, the presence of antibodies against NP/M, NSP or field virus NA is
indicative of infection. Sampling should be initiated to exclude the presence of NAIV by either
virus isolation or detection of virus specific genomic material or proteins.
2) The follow up procedure in case of positive test results indicative of infection for determination
of infection due to HPNAI or LPNAI virus
The detection of antibodies indicative of a NAI virus infection as indicated in point a)i) above will result
in the initiation of epidemiological and virological investigations to determine if the infections are due
to HPNAI or LPNAI viruses.
Virological testing should be initiated in all antibody-positive and at risk populations. The samples
should be evaluated for the presence of AI virus, by virus isolation and identification, and/or detection
of influenza A specific proteins or nucleic acids (Figure 2). Virus isolation is the gold standard for
detecting infection by AI virus and the method is described in the Terrestrial Manual. All AI virus isolates
should be tested to determine HA and NA subtypes, and in vivo tested in chickens and/or sequencing of
HA proteolytic cleavage site of H5 and H7 subtypes for determination of classification as HPNAI,
LPNAI or LPAI (not notifiable) viruses. As an alternative, nucleic acid detection tests have been
developed and validated; these tests have the sensitivity of virus isolation, but with the advantage of
providing results within a few hours. Samples with detection of H5 and H7 HA subtypes by nucleic acid
detection methods should either be submitted for virus isolation, identification, and in vivo testing in
chickens, or sequencing of nucleic acids for determination of proteolytic cleavage site as HPNAI or
LPNAI viruses. The antigen detection systems, because of low sensitivity, are best suited for screening
clinical field cases for infection by Type A influenza virus looking for NP/M proteins. NP/M positive
samples should be submitted for virus isolation, identification and pathogenicity determination.
Laboratory results should be examined in the context of the epidemiological situation. Corollary
information needed to complement the serological survey and assess the possibility of viral circulation
includes but is not limited to:
a)
characterization of the existing production systems;
b)
results of clinical surveillance of the suspects and their cohorts;
c)
quantification of vaccinations performed on the affected sites;
d)
sanitary protocol and history of the affected establishments;
e)
control of animal identification and movements;
f)
other parameters of regional significance in historic NAIV transmission.
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The entire investigative process should be documented as standard operating procedure within the
epidemiological surveillance programme.
Figure 1 - Schematic representation of laboratory tests for determining evidence of NAI infection
through or following serological surveys
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Figure 2. - Schematic representation of laboratory tests for determining evidence of NAI infection
using virological methods
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APPENDIX
X.X.X
GUIDELINES FOR THE SURVEILLANCE
OF CLASSICAL SWINE FEVER
Article X.X.X.1.
Introduction
This Appendix defines the principles and provides a guide for the surveillance of classical swine fever (CSF)
in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1., applicable to countries seeking recognition of freedom from CSF. This
may be for the entire country or a zone within the country. Guidance for countries seeking reestablishment
of freedom from CSF for the whole country or a zone, following an outbreak, as well as guidelines for
demonstrating the maintenance of CSF free status are also provided. This Appendix complements
Chapter 2.6.7.
The impact and epidemiology of CSF differ widely in different regions of the world and therefore it is
impossible to provide specific guidelines for all situations. It is axiomatic that the surveillance strategies
employed for demonstrating freedom from CSF at an acceptable level of confidence will need to be adapted
to the local situation. For example, the approach must be tailored in order to prove freedom from CSF for a
country or zone where wild pigs provide a potential reservoir of infection, or where CSF is present in
adjacent countries. The method must examine the epidemiology of CSF in the region concerned and adapt
to the specific risk factors encountered. This should include provision of scientifically based supporting data.
There is therefore latitude available to Member Countries to provide a well-reasoned argument to prove that
absence of CSFV infection is assured at an acceptable level of confidence.
Surveillance for CSF should be in the form of a continuing programme designed to establish that the whole
country or zone is free from CSFV infection. Consideration should be given to the specific characteristics of
CSF epidemiology which include: the role of swill feeding and the impact of different production systems on
disease spread, the role of semen in transmission of the virus, the lack of pathognomonic gross lesions and
clinical signs, the frequency of clinically inapparent infections, the occurrence of persistent and chronic
infections, and the genotypic, antigenic, and virulence variability exhibited by different strains of CSFV.
Serological cross-reactivity with other pestiviruses has to be taken into consideration when interpreting data
from serological surveys. A common route by which ruminant pestiviruses can infect pigs is the use of
vaccines contaminated with bovine viral diarrhoea virus (BVDV).
For the purpose of this Appendix virus infection means presence of CSFV as demonstrated directly by virus
isolation, the detection of virus antigen or virus nucleic acid, or indirectly by seroconversion which is not the
result of vaccination.
Article X.X.X.2.
General conditions and methods
1)
A surveillance system in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. should be under the responsibility of the
Veterinary Administration. A procedure should be in place for the rapid collection and transport of
samples to an accredited laboratory as described in the Terrestrial Manual.
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2)
The CSF surveillance programme should:
a)
include an early warning system throughout the production, marketing and processing chain for
reporting suspicious cases. Farmers and workers, who have day-to-day contact with livestock, as
well as diagnosticians, should report promptly any suspicion of CSF to the Veterinary Authority.
They should be supported directly or indirectly (e.g. through private veterinarians or veterinary paraprofessionals) by government information programmes and the Veterinary Administration. Since many
strains of CSFV do not induce pathognomonic gross lesions or clinical signs, cases in which CSF
cannot be ruled out should be immediately investigated employing clinical, pathological, and
laboratory diagnosis. This requires that sampling kits and other equipment are available to those
responsible for surveillance. Personnel responsible for surveillance should be able to call for
assistance from a team with expertise in CSF diagnosis, epidemiological evaluation, and control;
b)
implement, when relevant, regular and frequent clinical inspections and serological testing of highrisk groups of animals (for example, where swill feeding is practised), or those adjacent to a CSF
infected country or zone (for example, bordering areas where infected wild pigs are present).
An effective surveillance system will periodically identify suspicious cases that require follow up and
investigation to confirm or exclude that the cause of the condition is CSFV. The rate at which such
suspicious cases are likely to occur will differ between epidemiological situations and cannot therefore
be reliably predicted. Recognitions for freedom from CSFV infection should, as a consequence, provide
details of the occurrence of suspicious cases and how they were investigated and dealt with. This should
include the results of laboratory testing and the control measures to which the animals concerned were
subjected during the investigation (quarantine, movement stand-still orders, etc.).
Article X.X.X.3.
Surveillance strategies
1)
Introduction
The target population for surveillance aimed at identification of disease and infection should include
domestic and wild pig populations within the country or zone to be recognised as free from CSFV
infection. Such surveillance may involve opportunistic testing of samples submitted for other purposes,
but a more efficient and effective strategy is one which includes targeted surveillance.
Depending on the local epidemiological situation, targeted surveillance could be considered as more
effective than a randomized surveillance strategy. Surveillance is targeted to the pig population which
presents the highest risk of infection (for example, swill fed farms, pigs reared outdoors, farms in
proximity to infected wild pigs). Each country will need to identify its individual risk factors. These may
include: temporal and spatial distribution of past outbreaks, pig movements and demographics, etc.
For reasons of cost, the longevity of antibody levels, as well as the existence of clinically inapparent
infections and difficulties associated with differential diagnosis of other diseases, serology is often the
most effective and efficient surveillance methodology. In some circumstances, which will be discussed
later, clinical and virological surveillance may also have value.
The country should justify the surveillance strategy chosen as adequate to detect the presence of CSFV
infection in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. and the epidemiological situation. Cumulative survey
results in combination with the results of passive surveillance, over time, will increase the level of
confidence in the surveillance strategy. If a Member Country wishes to apply for recognition by other
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Member Countries of a specific zone within the country as being free from CSFV infection, the design
of the surveillance strategy and the basis for any sampling process would need to be aimed at the
population within the zone.
For random surveys, the design of the sampling strategy will need to incorporate epidemiologically
appropriate design prevalence. The sample size selected for testing will need to be large enough to
detect infection if it were to occur at a predetermined minimum rate. The sample size and expected
disease prevalence determine the level of confidence in the results of the survey. The country must
justify the choice of design prevalence and confidence level based on the objectives of surveillance and
the epidemiological situation, in accordance with Appendix 3.8.1. Selection of the design prevalence in
particular clearly needs to be based on the prevailing or historical epidemiological situation.
Irrespective of the survey design selected, the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnostic tests employed
are key factors in the design, sample size determination and interpretation of the results obtained.
Ideally, the sensitivity and specificity of the tests used should be validated for the vaccination/infection
history and production class of animals in the target population.
Irrespective of the testing system employed, the surveillance system design should anticipate the
occurrence of false positive reactions. This is especially true of the serological diagnosis of CSF because
of the recognized cross-reactivity with ruminant pestiviruses. There needs to be an effective procedure
for following up positives to ultimately determine with a high level of confidence, whether or not they
are indicative of CSFV infection. This should involve confirmatory and differential tests for
pestiviruses, as well as further investigations concerning the original sampling unit as well as animals
which may be epidemiologically linked.
2)
Clinical and virological surveillance
Beyond their role in targeted surveillance, clinical and virological surveillance for CSF have two aims: a)
to shorten the period between introduction of CSF virus into a disease free country or zone and its
detection, and b) to confirm that no unnoticed outbreaks have occurred.
One element of clinical surveillance involves the detection of clinical signs of CSF by close physical
examination of susceptible animals. The spectrum of disease signs and gross pathology seen in CSF
infections, along with the plethora of other agents that can mimic CSF, renders the value of clinical
examination alone somewhat inefficient as a surveillance tool. Nevertheless, clinical presentation should
not be ignored as a tool for early detection; in particular, any cases where clinical signs or lesions
consistent with CSF are accompanied by high morbidity and/or mortality should be investigated
without delay. In CSFV infections involving low virulence strains, high mortality may only be seen in
young animals.
In the past, clinical identification of cases was the cornerstone of early detection of CSF. However,
emergence of low virulence strains of CSF, as well as new diseases - in particular post-weaning
multisystemic wasting syndrome and porcine dermatitis and nephropathy syndrome have made such
reliance less effective, and, in countries where such diseases are common, can add significant risk of
masking the presence of CSF. In zones or countries where such diseases exist, careful clinical and
virological surveillance of such cases should be applied.
Clinical signs and pathology of CSF infection will also vary considerably, depending on the strain of
virus as well as host factors, such as age, nutrition and health status. These factors, along with the
compounding effects of concurrent infections and disease caused by ruminant pestiviruses, dictate the
need for laboratory testing in order to clarify the status of CSF suspects detected by clinical monitoring.
The difficulties in detecting chronic disease manifested by non-specific clinical signs and delayed
seroconversion and seronegativity, in persistently infected piglets, both of which may be clinically
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normal, makes virological investigation essential. As part of a herd investigation, such animals are likely
to be in a minority and would not confound a diagnosis based on serology. However, individually, or as
part of recently mixed batches, such animals may escape detection by this method. A holistic approach
to investigation, taking note of herd history, pig, personnel and vehicle movements and disease status in
neighbouring zones or countries, can also assist in targeting surveillance in order to increase efficiency
and enhance the likelihood of early detection.
The labour-intensive nature of clinical, pathological, and virological investigations, along with the
smaller ‘window of opportunity’ inherent in virus, rather than antibody detection, has, in the past,
resulted in greater emphasis being placed on mass serological screening as the best method for
surveillance. However, surveillance based on clinical and pathological inspection and virological testing
should not be underrated. If targeted at high risk groups in particular, it provides an opportunity for
early detection that can considerably reduce the subsequent spread of disease. Herds predominated by
adult animals, such as nucleus herds and artificial insemination studs, are particularly useful groups to
monitor, since infection by low virulence viruses in such groups may be clinically inapparent, yet the
degree of spread may be high.
Clinical and virological monitoring may also provide a high level of confidence of rapid detection of
disease if a sufficiently large number of clinically susceptible animals is examined. In particular,
molecular detection methods are increasingly able to offer the possibility of such large-scale screening
for the presence of virus, at reasonable cost.
Wild pigs and, in particular, those with a wholly free-living existence, rarely present the opportunity for
clinical observation, but should form part of any surveillance scheme and should ideally be monitored
for virus as well as antibody.
Vaccine design and diagnostic methodologies, and in particular, methods of virus detection, are
increasingly reliant on up-to-date knowledge of the molecular, antigenic and other biological
characteristics of viruses currently circulating and causing disease. Furthermore, epidemiological
understanding of the pathways of spread of CSFV can be greatly enhanced by molecular analyses of
viruses in endemic areas and those involved in outbreaks in disease free areas. It is therefore essential that
CSFV isolates are sent regularly to the regional OIE Reference Laboratory for genetic and antigenic
characterisation.
3)
Serological surveillance
Serological surveillance aims at the detection of antibodies against CSFV. Positive CSFV antibody test
results can have five possible causes:
a)
natural infection with CSFV;
b)
legal or illegal vaccination against CSF;
c)
maternal antibodies derived from an immune sow (maternal antibodies) are usually found only up
to 4.5 months of age but in some individuals, maternal antibodies can be detected for considerably
longer periods;
d)
cross reactions with other pestiviruses;
e)
non-specific reactors.
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The infection of pigs with other pestiviruses may complicate a surveillance strategy based on serology.
Antibodies to bovine viral diarrhoea virus (BVDV) and Border disease virus (BDV) can give positive
results in serological tests for CSF, due to common antigens. Such samples will require differential tests
to confirm their identity. Although persistently infected immunotolerant pigs are themselves
seronegative, they continuously shed virus, so the prevalence of antibodies at the herd level will be high.
Chronically infected pigs may have undetectable or fluctuating antibody levels.
It may be possible to use sera collected for other survey purposes for CSF surveillance. However, the
principles of survey design described in this Appendix and the requirement for statistical validity should
not be compromised.
The discovery of clustering of seropositive reactions should be foreseen. It may reflect any of a series of
events, including but not limited to the demographics of the population sampled, vaccinal exposure or
the presence of infection by field strains or other pestiviruses. Because clustering may signal field strain
infection, the investigation of all instances must be incorporated in the survey design. Clustering of
positive animals is always epidemiologically significant and therefore should be investigated.
In countries or zones that are moving towards freedom, serosurveillance can provide valuable
information on the disease status and efficacy of any control programme. Targeted serosurveillance of
young stock will indicate whether newly circulating virus is present, although the presence of maternal
antibody will also need to be considered. If conventional attenuated vaccine is currently being used or
has been used in the recent past, serology aimed at detecting the presence of field virus will likewise
need to be targeted at unvaccinated animals and after the disappearance of maternal antibody. General
usage in such situations may also be used, to assess levels of vaccine coverage.
Vaccines also exist which, when used in conjunction with dedicated serological tests, may allow
discrimination between vaccinal antibody and that induced by field infection. Such tools, described in
the Terrestrial Manual, will need to be fully validated. They do not confer the same degree of protection
as that provided by conventional vaccines, particularly with respect to preventing transplacental
infections. Furthermore, serosurveillance using such differentiation requires cautious interpretation on a
herd basis.
The results of random or targeted serological surveys are important in providing reliable evidence that
no CSFV infection is present in a country or zone. It is therefore essential that the survey be thoroughly
documented.
Article X.X.X.4.
Country or zone free of CSF in domestic and wild pigs
1)
Historically free status
The free status should be reviewed whenever evidence emerges to indicate that changes which may alter
the underlying assumption of continuing historical freedom, has occurred. Such changes include but are
not limited to:
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a)
an emergence, or an increase in the prevalence of CSF in countries or zones from which live pigs
or products are imported;
b)
an increase in the volume of imports or a change in their country or zone of origin;
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2)
c)
an increase in the prevalence of CSF in the domestic or wild pigs of adjacent countries or zones;
d)
an increased entry from, or exposure to, wild pig populations of adjacent countries or zones.
Free status as a result of an eradication programme
In addition to the general conditions described in Chapter 2.6.7., a Member Country seeking recognition
of CSF freedom for the country or a zone, whether or not vaccination had been practised, should
provide evidence for the existence of an effective surveillance programme. The strategy and design of
the surveillance programme will depend on the prevailing epidemiological circumstances and will be
planned and implemented according to general conditions and methods in this Appendix, to
demonstrate the absence of CSFV infection, in domestic and wild pig populations. This requires the
support of a national or other laboratory able to undertake identification of CSFV infection through
virus detection and serological tests described in the Terrestrial Manual.
Article X.X.X.5.
Country or zone free of CSF in domestic pigs but with infection in the wild pig population
1)
In addition to the general conditions described in Chapter 2.6.7., a Member Country seeking recognition
of CSF freedom for the country or a zone, whether or not vaccination had been practised, should
provide evidence for the existence of an effective surveillance programme. The strategy and design of
the surveillance programme will depend on the prevailing epidemiological circumstances and will be
planned and implemented according to general conditions and methods in this Appendix, to
demonstrate the absence of CSFV infection, in domestic and wild pig populations. This requires the
support of a national or other laboratory able to undertake identification of CSFV infection through
virus detection and serological tests described in the Terrestrial Manual.
2)
The objective of surveillance in this instance is to demonstrate that the two subpopulations are
effectively separated by measures that ensure the biosecurity of domestic pigs. To this end, a biosecurity
programme which includes but is not limited to the following provisions should be implemented:
a)
a programme for the management of CSF in wild pigs;
b)
delineation of CSF wild pig control areas around every CSF case reported in wild pigs;
c)
assessment of the presence and mitigative role of natural boundaries;
d)
documentation of the ecology of the wild pig population;
e)
proper containment of domestic pigs;
f)
control of movement of vehicles with cleaning and disinfection as appropriate;
g)
control of personnel entering into the establishments and awareness of risk of fomite spread;
h)
prohibition of introduction to the establishments of hunted animals and products;
i)
registry of animal movements into and out of establishments;
j)
information and training programmes for farmers, hunters, processors, veterinarians, etc.
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3)
The biosecurity programme implemented would also require internal and external monitoring by the
Veterinary Authorities. These elements should include but are not limited to:
a)
periodic clinical and serological monitoring of herds in the country or zone, and adjacent wild pig
populations following these guidelines;
b)
herd registration;
c)
official accreditation of biosecurity programme;
d)
periodic monitoring and review.
4)
Monitoring the CSF status of wild populations will be of value in assessing the degree of risk they pose
to the CSF free domestic population. The design of a monitoring system for wild pigs is dependent on
several factors such as the organization of the Veterinary Services and resources available. The occurrence
of CSF in wild pigs may vary considerably among countries. Surveillance design should be scientifically
based and the Member Country must justify its choice of design prevalence and level of confidence
based on Appendix 3.8.1.
5)
The geographic distribution and approximate size of wild pig populations need to be assessed as a
prerequisite for designing a monitoring system. Sources of information may include wildlife
conservation organizations, hunter associations and other available sources. The objective of a
surveillance programme when the disease is already known to exist should be to determine the
geographic distribution and the extent of the infection.
Article X.X.X.6.
Recovery of free status
1)
Countries or zones re-seeking reestablishment of freedom from CSF following an outbreak
In addition to the general conditions described in Chapter 2.6.7., a country re-seeking country or zone
freedom from CSF should show evidence of an active surveillance programme for CSF as well as
absence of CSFV infection.
Populations under this surveillance programme should include, but not be limited to:
a)
establishments in the area of the outbreak;
b)
establishments epidemiologically linked to the outbreak;
c)
animals used to re-populate affected establishments and any establishments where contiguous culling is
carried out;
d)
wild pig populations in the area of the outbreak.
In all circumstances, a Member Country re-seekingseeking reestablishment of country or zone freedom
from CSF with vaccination or without vaccination should report the results of an active and passive
surveillance programme in which the pig population undergoes regular clinical, pathological, virological,
and/or serological examination, planned and implemented according to general conditions and methods
in these guidelines. The surveillance should be based on a statistically representative sample of the
populations at risk.
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2)
Country or zone free of CSF in wild pigs
While the same principles apply, surveillance in wild pigs presents challenges beyond those encountered
in domestic populations in each of the following areas:
a)
determination of the distribution, size and movement patterns associated with the wild pig
population;
b)
assessment of the possible presence of CSF within the population;
c)
determination of the practicability of establishing zones.
The design of a monitoring system for wild pigs is dependent on several factors such as the
organization of the Veterinary Services and resources available. The geographic distribution and
approximate size of wild pig populations need to be assessed as a prerequisite for designing a
monitoring system. Sources of information may include wildlife conservation organisations, hunter
associations and other available sources. The objective of a surveillance programme is to determine the
geographic distribution and estimation of target population.
Estimates of wild pig population can be made using advanced methods (radio tracking, linear transect
method, capture/recapture) or traditional methods based on the number of animals that can be hunted
to allow for natural restocking (hunting bags).
For implementation of the monitoring programme, it will be necessary to define the limits of the
territory over which wild pigs range in order to delineate the epidemiological units within the
monitoring programme. It is often difficult to define epidemiological units for wild animals. The most
practical approach is based on natural and artificial barriers.
The monitoring programme should also include animals found dead, road kills, animals showing
abnormal behaviour or exhibiting gross lesions during dressing.
There may be situations where a more targeted surveillance programme can provide additional
assurance. The criteria to define high risk areas for targeted surveillance can be:
–
areas with past history of CSF;
–
sub-regions with high wild pig density;
–
border regions with CSF affected countries or zones;
–
areas of contact between sub-populations;
–
air and sea ports,
–
military bases
–
picnic and camping areas;
–
around farms with free-ranging pigs;
–
special risk areas determined by local Veterinary Authorities.
–
garbage dumps.
_______________
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Compartmentalisation
Introduction
The objective of this document is to describe the concept of a “compartment” and to develop criteria and guidelines
for the application of this concept.
Currently, trade may be established from a country with an active disease component only through the process of
zoning/regionalisation. This concept is based on geographic boundaries and does not provide trade access to
portions of industry in geographic areas that cannot be considered disease free even though their management and
biosecurity measures substantially reduce or eliminate disease risk.
Recently, the concept of compartmentalisation was introduced to the OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (the
Terrestrial Code) as an alternative way to manage disease and pathogens in animal populations without
unnecessarily disrupting trade. Regionalisation or zoning can be thought of as recognising animal subpopulations of
differing health status based on geographical boundaries, while compartmentalisation is based primarily on
management practices. However, geographic considerations and good management practices play a role in the
application of both concepts. Compartmentalisation is not a new concept for Veterinary Services; in fact, it has
been applied for a long time in many disease control programmes that are based on the concept of disease-free
herds/flocks. Examples of such programmes include tuberculosis, brucellosis and pseudorabies. The intent of this
document is to provide a structured framework for the application and recognition of compartments within
countries or zones.
The fundamental requirement for application of either concept is that the animal population considered for trade
maintains a functional separation through management or geographic boundaries that allow a clear epidemiological
differentiation from populations of higher risk. For example, a confinement operation of poultry or swine might
have biosecurity measures and management practices that result in virtually zero risk from diseases or agents in the
same geographic area. On the other hand, a geographically isolated population of animals or birds might have
substantial risk from travellers, tourists, or other long range epidemiological links. Thus the concept of a
compartment extends the application of a “risk boundary” beyond that of a geographic interface and considers all
epidemiological factors contributing to a functional separation that creates an effective boundary.
The main criterion for a compartment is that the animals contained in it are clearly recognisable as part of a unique
subpopulation with limited or no epidemiological links to other populations of risk. The measures taken to ensure
the identification of the sub-population and the recognition and maintenance of its health status should be
documented in detail.
For the purpose of international trade, compartments should be under the direct control and responsibility of the
official Veterinary Administration in the country.
The following pages describe guidelines for the definition and evaluation of an animal disease compartment.
Definitions:
OIE definitions
Compartment
means one or more establishments under a common biosecurity management system
containing an animal sub-population with a distinct health status with respect to a specific
disease for which required surveillance, control and biosecurity measures have been
applied for the purpose of international trade.
Establishment
means the premises in which animals or birds are kept.
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Seven factors for evaluation and recognition of a compartment
1. Definition of the compartment
A compartment is an animal subpopulation with a defined status in respect of the conditions of interest, a
geographical identity and integrity in maintenance of its membership and status. The compartment must be
clearly defined, indicating the functional relationships of all its components and their contribution to an
epidemiological boundary between the animals in the compartment and populations of higher risk. The
definition of compartment may revolve around common animal ownership or management, membership in
associations, industry improvement plans or breed registries with prescriptive biosecurity guidelines, or similar
functional demarcations.
The compartment may also be defined by disease specific factors. For example, a cattle population may be
defined as a BSE free compartment dependent primarily on careful historical documentation of feed sources,
animal movements and identification. Alternatively, a swine confinement operation might be defined by the
ability of its biosecurity plan to exclude infectious agents on a day to day basis. In the poultry industry, a
compartment may be defined on the basis of a slaughter plant and all the establishments that supply birds to it
as well as those establishments that are vertically integrated with the operation.
In general, a compartment is defined by the factors common to a population that provide distinct disease risk
separation from animals or birds at higher risk for the disease(s) in question.
2. Epidemiologic separation of the compartment from potential sources of infection
Epidemiological parameters comprise a major portion of the defining criteria for a compartment. These factors
relate to pathways of disease transmission, mitigations to prevent exposure, disease specific factors, and
environmental factors that affect exposure and propagation of the disease agent.
a)
Biosecurity in respect of health related issues
The biosecurity plan should address potential pathways for introduction and spread of infection into the
compartment. In addition to detailing disease introduction pathways, a biosecurity plan should provide
standard operating procedures that mitigate exposure from each pathway and describe a plan for the
implementation and monitoring of compliance with the procedures. Finally, the plan should include means
for education and training of workers to ensure that all persons involved in biosecurity are knowledgeable
and informed.
b) Physical, geographic, or location factors that affect the status of biosecurity in the compartment
While a compartment is primarily based on biosecurity measures, a review of geographic factors is needed
to ensure that the functional boundary provides adequate separation of the compartment from adjacent
high risk animal populations. The following considerations are taken in conjunction with biosecurity
measures and, in some instances, may alter the degree of confidence achieved by general biosecurity and
surveillance measures.
100
y
Disease or pest status in areas adjacent, or with unmanageable epidemiological links to the
compartment.
y
Location of nearest flocks or herds. Are the facilities within the compartment immediately
adjacent to flocks or herds of higher risk or is there a buffer area that would preclude direct
contact or aerosol spread?
y
Consideration of environmental spread of the disease agent. Are aerosols a factor in the
transmission of the disease-causing agent? Is the climate such that agent survivability would be
extremely brief or extremely prolonged?
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In any case, sufficient evidence should be submitted to assess the efficacy of the biosecurity plan in
accordance with the level of risk for each identified pathway. The compartment should periodically assess
the biosecurity risk of all operations through a formal process using a survey instrument designed to
identify high risk aspects. Based on the outcome, concrete and documented mitigation steps should be
taken to reduce areas of high risk for introducing the agent.
c)
Identification and registration
A prerequisite to assess the integrity of the membership of the compartment is the existence of a valid
traceability system. All animals within the compartment should be identified in such a way that their
individual history can be audited. Depending on the system of production, identification may be done at
the herd, flock, lot or individual animal level. All animal movements into and out of the compartment
should be certified by the official veterinary service and documented.
3. Documentation of factors critical to the definition of compartment
Standard operating procedures should be in place to document all operations of the compartment.
Documentation must provide clear evidence that the biosecurity, surveillance, traceability and management
practices are adequate to meet the definition of the compartment. In addition to animal movement information,
the necessary documentation should include herd or flock production records, feed sources, surveillance tests,
birth and death records, visitor logbook, morbidity history, medications, vaccinations, biosecurity plans,
documentation of training and any other criteria necessary for evaluation of disease exclusion.
The historical disease status of the compartment has to be documented, indicating the dates of last disease
occurrence (if any), the number of outbreaks and the methods for disease control that were applied.
Vaccination status for many diseases must be considered in regard to the interpretation of surveillance data.
The type of vaccine and frequency of administration are needed in many cases to evaluate test results and to
determine the risk of the disease in the population. Therefore, documentation of vaccine-related factors must be
maintained for a period of time based on the disease, vaccine types and production cycles.
The information contained in the records may vary according to the species and disease(s) under consideration.
For example, in a disease such as BSE that is strictly transmitted by feed, with a long incubation period,
complete records of all feed sources for several years would be essential to recognise the compartment. On the
other hand, historic feed records would be of little value for a highly contagious disease such as avian
influenza.
4. Supervision and control of the compartment
The authority, organisation, and infrastructure of the veterinary services, including laboratories, must be clearly
documented in accordance with the chapter on the evaluation of veterinary services of the OIE Terrestrial
Code, to provide confidence in the integrity of the compartment
Official oversight of biosecurity and surveillance is an essential component of compartmentalisation. The
supervision of the factors critical to maintenance of a compartment status should be developed through
cooperation of industry and government veterinary services. The final authority for the purposes of domestic
and international trade lies within the official Veterinary Services. All production within the compartment
should be carried out according to a single standard of operation.
Industry’s responsibilities in most cases will include the application of biosecurity measures, quality assurance
schemes, monitoring the efficacy of the measures, documenting corrective actions, conducting surveillance
sampling, rapid reporting and maintenance of records in a readily accessible form. A HACCP approach is an
appropriate tool with which to design and apply these measures.
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The Official Veterinary Services with authoritative responsibility for international trade will provide movement
certification, periodic inspections of facilities, biosecurity measures, records, surveillance, and sampling
procedures. Official Veterinary Services should conduct surveillance and sampling and they will conduct or
oversee laboratory diagnostic examinations. The extent of oversight and frequency of inspections must be
adequate to provide reasonable confidence to trading partners that the measures defining the compartment are
applied in a manner that meets the importing country’s appropriate level of protection.
Table 1. General considerations of compartmental biosecurity: pathways of entry of disease agents and
responsive mitigations
Potential pathways of entry
Endemic compartments
Wild populations
Employees
Service sectors (e.g.
Catching/vaccination/cleaning crews/feed
delivery/service personnel)
Congregation of sick/dead animals from
multiple sources (e.g., rendering)
Vehicle traffic
Visitors
Wild animals
Equipment
Downtime
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Examples of responsive mitigations
No interactions with endemic compartments. Biosecurity
practices protect farm site from neighbouring herds/flocks.
(also see employee policy)
Animals in the free compartment should be housed in a way
that provides adequate separation from other wild populations
(e.g. wild boars, wild birds)
Policy prohibiting employees’ contact with high risk animals.
e.g. in the poultry industry a policy preventing employees from
owning or handling birds off farm or attending avian shows or
exhibitions; shower, dedicated clothing/footwear
Training
Require use of disposable or dedicated clothing/footwear
Require that they not have been on another farm same day
Require truck/equipment cleaned and disinfected before
coming on farm
Compost, incinerate, or bury dead animals
e.g. for poultry, covered barrel at perimeter of property – dead
birds placed in bags in barrel
Park away from animal housing, preferably outside farm
perimeter
Only essential vehicles enter premises (e.g., feed truck)
Spray station at entrance – use on own vehicles as well as
others
Prohibit visitors in animal area
Fences, signs, locked gates, or guards to discourage entry
No attractants such as garbage
Fencing
House production animals indoors
Do not share equipment with other farm sites, including same
parent company
Dedicated racks and flats (e.g., colour coded) – thoroughly
cleaned and disinfected between uses
Minimum downtime between flocks or litters?
Cleaning and disinfection
E.G for poultry: number of flocks before change litter?
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5. Surveillance for the agent or disease
a)
Surveillance should involve the collection and analysis of disease/infection data such that the official
Veterinary Services have confidence that the flocks or herds comply with the defined status of a
compartment. A surveillance system that is able to ensure early detection in the event that the agent enters
a flock or herd is essential. The surveillance system should comply with the General Guidelines for
Surveillance in the Terrestrial Code and the specific guidelines for surveillance for the disease of interest.
b) Depending on the disease of interest, many different combinations of testing and surveillance may be
applied to achieve the desired confidence in disease freedom. The surveillance methodology will usually
follow OIE guidelines but may utilise a demonstrably equivalent method. Based on an assessment of risk
factors, a country may choose to sample with greater intensity in areas of higher risk and less so in other
areas that have a documented lower risk. In general, an appropriate combination of active (ongoing
laboratory-based testing) and passive (voluntary intermittent reporting or testing) is necessary to achieve
the surveillance goals described above. A system for reporting the results of surveillance testing must be
documented and efficacious to inform veterinary officials and trading partners of positive tests, abnormal
clinical signs and production observations that are included in the surveillance strategy. Surveillance
information must be reported immediately by the compartment management and field veterinary officials
responsible for surveillance and monitoring of the disease.
6. Diagnostic capabilities
Officially designated laboratory facilities complying with the OIE standards for quality assurance as defined by
the OIE Manual for diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for terrestrial and aquatic animals should be available for
sample testing. The laboratory tests and their use should be audited by the national authority. In particular,
laboratories and personnel performing the tests should be trained and certified by the national reference
laboratory as to competency. Periodically, the laboratories and personnel should complete a proficiency test to
verify continuing competence. Reporting of test results should be transparent.
7. Emergency response, control, and notification capability
Rapid diagnosis, reporting, and notification of disease are critical to minimising risk from outbreaks. The
structure of the compartment must be such that producers and their employees are aware of the notifiable
diseases and procedures for reporting. Likewise, each laboratory that conducts surveillance testing must have
systematic procedures in place for rapid reporting of disease results to authoritative government officials. The
veterinary authority must then have standard operating procedures to inform the OIE and if necessary, other
pertinent international bodies.
Conclusion
OIE Member Countries have continuously striven to facilitate risk-based trade in the face of the challenges
represented by disease prevalence in the livestock and poultry populations involved. In recent years,
regionalisation/zoning was introduced as a means for trading from a sub-national area in an otherwise infected
country. This requires that the official Veterinary Services exert control at the region/zone level equivalent or
superior to that at the national level.
Compartmentalisation is a tool that may also be applied to facilitate trade. Fundamental to its application is the
official Veterinary Services’ control over the compartment and the free exchange of information necessary to
convince importing countries that the risk of disease introduction from trade is minimised. Therefore, the
procedures for establishing trade based upon the compartmentalisation concept should be similar to those practised
for regionalisation or zoning.
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The preceding guidelines provide a basis for establishing, evaluating and exchanging information on
compartmentalised animal populations in the interest of international trade. As in the case of similar national or
zoned/regionalised applications, the related trade decisions are ultimately determined by the importing country’s
assessment of whether its acceptable level of risk can be met during the commercial transaction.
_______________
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